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Give To Fight Infantile Paralysis
Give So That Others May Walk
It Is Worth Ten Cents
Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thut sday, January 26, 1950 Number 30
BUTLER HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR PLAY
sir 4  40
1111.
•
Members in the cast at Butler's Senior play were (on stage, left to right) Carolyn Croft, ill
McCaslin, Charles Adams, Sara Richie, Ann Quisenberry, Bob McConnell, David Alexander, Mattie
Lou McGough, Charles Wade, Pat Horn, Dorla Dean Stallins, Rosie Beck and Bonnie Martin.
Directors (off stage, left to right) Cliff Cox, Miss Pamelia Gordon, Mrs. Frank Craig and Billy Joe
Gresham, promoter.
"Out of This World", Butler
High Senior's dramatic offering
for 1950, was presented before a
capacity crowd last Thursday
night in the high school auditor-
ium.
The mystery house of Black
Cliff Manor furnished the setting
for the play, and the ominous-
voiced housekeeper, Sory Strin-
dell (Lois Beck), and her wierd
daughter, Sally (Bonnie Martin)
provided the atmosphere. The
comic relief was found in the
persons of Bonnie (Pat Horn) and
"Dangerous Dan" McGrew (Char-
les Wade), while Tim McGrew
(Bob McConnell) provided most
of the action.
A liberal assortment of screams,
shrieks, and mysterious appear-
ances and disappearances were
added by Colleen McGrew, Tim's
• • •
Richard Ratliff: I think a loose
f tobacco warehouse would be
great asset to our community.
bride, played by Ann Quisenber-
ry, Martha McGrew, played by
Dorla Dean Stallins, and Carolyn
Croft as Carita McGrew, Mattie
Lou McGough as Maxie Farland,
Sara Richie as Alice Kane, and
Charles Adams as Frosty Winters.
An explanation of the myster-
ious events is furnished by the
F.B.I. man in disguise', Bill Hol-
den (Bill McCaslin), and the om-
niscent, colorful Dr. Marrigot
(David Alexander).
Never did a Bernhart or a Bar-
rymore play to a more partisan
audience than the, one which
greeted these students when the
curtains opened. And while the
enthusiasm and concern of the
young brothers and sisters of the
cast sometimes obscured the lines
of the thespians, it did nothing
to mar the spirit of the perfor-
Parking Ordinances
Passed By Council
Group Appoints A. F.
Hanberry As City
Tax Assessor
Two ordinances governing bat-
fire were presented to the Prince-
ton Board of Council and unani-
mously accepted by that group
Monday night at City Hall.
One ordinance prohibits the
parking of vehicles on the north
side of West Washington between
Jefferson and South Seminary
streets and on the east side 9f
North Franklin between East
Market and East Locust streets.
The second ordinance passed
by the council designates North
Jefferson as a through street.
Fines for persons violating these
new regulations were set from
$1 to $10.
Also at Monday night's session,
the council appointed A. F. Han-
berry as city tax assessor and
gave the Princeton Garden Club
permission to beautify Marble
Court on Main street. -
Council members present at the
meeting were N. B. Cameron. Lee
Cardin, J. T. Hammond, J. W.
Quinn, Claude Robinson and
Frank Webb. Mayor. Clifton Hol-
lowell presided.
National Youth Week
To Be Observed Here
January 29-February 5
In observance of National
Youth Week January 29-Febru-
ary 5, the young people of the
First Christian Church will be-
gin their ,activities by having
charge of the morning worship
Sunday, Jan. 29. Rev. George W.
Filer, pastor, will bring the mes-
sage.
Wednesday morning, Feb. 1,
the chapel program at Butler
High school will be sponsored by
the young people of the Hi-Y and
Y-Teen Club. A. H. Templeton
will deliver the principal address.
A youth banquet will be given
at the First Christian chukch
Thursday night, Feb. 2, with Bob-
by McConnell in charge. Mrs J.
J. Rosenthal will speak at this
event.
Sunday, February 5. the Chris-
tian Youth Council of Princeton
will have chatge of the night ser-
vices at the Central Presbyterian
Church. Charles Pierett, state
youth director, and David Alex-
ander, will speak.
Miss Mary Beth Mills WAS a
fecent visitor to Nashville, Tenn
iscal Court Appoints
Board of Supervisors
Caldwell County's board of su-
pervisors, who were recently se-
lected from each of the county's
magisterial districts and appoint-
ed by the fiscal court, will hold
its first meeting Monday, Febru-
ary 6, at the courthouse, it is an-
nounced.
Members of the board are H.
Jeff Watson, Magisterial District
1; Hewlett McDowell, District 2;
Jesse Blalock, District 3; William
P. Crawford, District 4; J. C. Vin-
son, District 5; R. T. Humphries,
District 6, and Brady Sigler, Dis-
trict 7.
Tax books of the county will be
open to the public until Wednes-
day, February 1.
Rumsey Taylor and Sam Steger
attended the annual convention
of the Kentucky Retail Lumber
Dealers Association in Louisville
last week.
mance. Even the cast, hardened
by weeks of practice, were seen
to start when Bonnie Martle his-
sed her way out of the shadows.
The stage committee had dons
an excellent job with the scenery,
especially with the focal point of
mystery the picture of Uncle
Jason. Jimmy Hodge, John New-
som, Billy Gresham and Jimmy
Wallace were the handimen. Oth-
er committees and their members
were tickets: Howard Stone, Ken
Barrett, Eleanor Anne. Jones,
Gilkey; makeup: Zelina Her-
rold, Connie Brashe:, Nell Glider,
Billy Sam Young; advertising:
Tommy Glen, Garnett Peters,
Jerry Cummins.
Sponsors of the class and direc-
tors of the play were Mrs. Frank




Buy $447,001 In Bonds
U. S. Savings Bonds totalling
$447,001.25 were purchased by
Caldwell Countians in 1949, ac-
cording to a report received from
Norman L. Rockey, State direc-
tor of the Treasury Department.
Bond purchases throughout the
State totalled $71,724,939.73.
Kentucky leads the Southeast-
ern United States both in per-
centages of increase in the sale
of Savings Bonds and in actual
dollar volume, Mr. Rockey stat-
ed. Kentuckians, at the present I
time, own $546 million in U. S.
Savings Bonds, "which will give
us stronger economy as time
goea on. The full impact of these
savings will be felt. when they
begin maturing in increasingly
large amounts, which will be from
1952 on."
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
spent Monday in Nashville, Tenn.
Taxpayers Invited
To Join 'Early Birds'
Frankfort —(AP) — The
state extended its tax gath-
ering arms today and intated
the multitude to come Into the
Be a member of the "Early
Bird Club", its Revenue De-
partment invited.
In other words if you're one
of the 192,000 Kentuckians
who have been mailed state
income tax blanks, you are
cordially invited to pay now.
The department ifigures it
would save you the inconven-
ience of being caught in the
rush before the April 15 dead-
line.
Applications Being
Filed For New Farm
Tobacco Allotments
. County Production and Market-
ing Administration committees
are now taking applications for
new farm tobacco allotments for
1950 from farmers eligible to
share in the small acreage avail-
able for these allotments, W. S.
Traylor, chairman of the Coun-
ty PMA Committee, said here
today.
Applicants for these allotments
are requested to file applications
with county PMA committees
prior to February 1, 1950, except
applicants who have been dis-
charged from the armed services
since December 31, 1949. The lat-
ter may file within a "reasonable
time" prior to planting of tobac-
co, Mr. Traylor said. .
These regulations apply to all
tobacco produced under market-
ing quotas in the State.
Total acreages available for
new farm allotments in the na-
tion are one-half of one per cent
of the total 1950 acreage allot-
ments for each of the three quo-
ta types of tobacco produced in
the State, which include burley,
dark air-cured, and fire-cured.
'To be eligible for a new tobac-
co allotment, an applicant is re-
quired to have experience in
production of tobacco, to be in
charge of all farming operations
for the farm where the allot-
ment is requested, to live on the
farm, and to be largely dependent
on income from the farm," ac-
cording to the PMA chairman.
"If the farm has an allotment
for any other type of tobacco, or
if the applicant owns any other
farm which has a tobacco allot-
ment for 1950, the applicant will
not be eligible for a new allot-
ment," he added.
K. V. Bryant Addresses
Princeton Rotary Club
K. V. Bryant, band director at
Butler High School, spoke on
"Music" at the regular weekly
meeting of the Princeton Rotary
Club Tuesday night. After his
brief talk, Mr. Bryant led mem-
bers of the organization in the
singing of several Rotary songs.
Also at the meeting, announce-
ment was made that the annual
"Rotary Minstrel" will be held
February 24 and 25. Details of
the show will be announced lat-
er, it was said.
Crop Cut Affords Opportunity
To Use Conservation Program
With reduced acreage allot- "Three-fourths of Kentucky crimson clover, (5) establishingments for major farm crops in farmers were 'signea up' in the
1950. Kentucky farmers have an ACP for 1949, the statement
opportunity to make better use continues; "but virtually every
of the Agricultural Conservation farm in the State needs one or
Program this year than ever be- more of the conservation prac-
fore in developing balanced pro- tires provided for in the 1950
duction-conservation plans for ACP, and as long as these needs
the future, exist, we shall urge 100 per cent
This was the view expressed participation in the program."
this week by the Production and All farmers in the state are ell-
Marketing Administration State gible to receive assistance under
Committee in its announcement to the Agricultural Conservation
the counties that the 1950 Agricul- Program in carrying out conser-
ural Conservation Program mem- vation practices on their farms,
bership drive is now under way but participation is voluntary.
in all counties of the State. Seventeen regular practices rec-
Acreage allotments are in ef- ommended by PMA farmer coin-
feet for wheat in 1950 through- mitteemen and approved by a
out Kentucky and for corn in 55 conservation technical committee
commercial corn-producing coun- are included in the 1950 ACP in
ties in the state. Irish potato acre- Kentucky. In addition, each coun-
age allotments also are in effect ty PMA committee may select
for 1950 in five commercial pro- one ACP for Kentucky. In edi-
tduring counties in the state. ion, each county PMA commit-
Reduced acreage allotments tee may select one other practice,
and marketing quotas have been from a 1950 national ACP hand-
set for 1950 for the three major bood, which may be approved to
types of tobacco produced in Ken- meet some special conservation
Lucky arid: for cotton which is problem on farms in the county.
produced in the Purdue* area, The 17 regular practices are (1)
the committee's statement points applying liming materials to farm
out. land, (2) spreading phosphate and
"The acreage that is retired potash on eligible crops such as
from production of these crops legumes and grasses, (3) apply-
can best be utilized by seeding it ing rock and colloidal phosphate
to legumes and grasses for pas- to pasture and cropland, (4) es-
ture, hay, and seed production," tablishing winter cover from
th committee advises. seedings of vetch, ryegrass, ande 
winter cover from . seedings of
small grain, (8) establishing a
good stand and growth of annual
lespedeza, (7) discing or plow-
ing under sweetclover, (8) estab-
lishing or improving permanent
Pasture, (9) mowing pasture to
control weeds, (10) terracing, (11)
constructing diversion ditches,
(12) contour planting or row
crops, (13) establishing perma-
nent sod waterways, (14) develop-
ing stockwater by excavating
ponds or building dams, (15)
digging drainage ditches, (16) in-
stalling drain tile, and (17)
planting forest trees.
These practices must conform to
ACP specifications before a farm-
er will be eligible for ACP as-
sistance. Prior approval of county
PMA committees is also required
on some of these practices if ACP
assistance is desired. Specifica-
tions on the practices may be ob-
tained from county PMA com-
mittee's
The total of all payments to
any person in the 1950 ACP may
not exceed $2,500. This limitation,
however, will probably affect
few farms in Kentucky since the
average payment for each of the
127,822 farms participating in the
1948 Agricultural Conservation




The Rev. G. P. Comer, evange-
list of Dallas, Texas, and former
pastor of the First Methodist
Church of Waco, Texas, for al-
most' 10 years; will conduct re-
vival services at Ogden Memor-
ial Methodist Church here be-
ginning at 7 p. m. Sunday, Janu-
ary 29, the Rev. Joe Callender,
pastor, announces.
Rev. Corner, who resigned the
pastorate of the Waco churc,, in
February of 1949 to enter the
evangelistic field, has been called
by the local church's official
board, Callendai- said. •
According to the local pastor,
Corner will do the preaching and
direct his own music with Mrs.
Nan Frazier, of Waco, Texas, pre-
siding at the piano.
'Evangelist Corner is one of the
REVIVAL
•
REV. G. P. COMER
outstanding evangelists of the
Methodist church, and pastors say
that he is the greatest evangelist
in the southwest. He was born in
Kentucky and is known as the
'Kentucky Wonder' because of his
unique way of bringing his mes-
sages," Callender stated.
Besides the regular revival
services, the evangelist will con-
duct a special youth service at 7
o'clock each night at the church.
Callendar urged that the young
people of the church contact oth-
ers in the community and bring
them to these special services.
Also there will be a volunteer
choir composed of both adults and
young people. Those desiring to
Participate in the choir are asked
to assemble before the service
Sunday in the ladies' parlor.
Inter-City Rotary
Meet To Be Held
At Madisonville Today
Six Princeton Rotarians plan to
attend an inter-city Rotary meet-
ing being held today in Madison-
ville with that club acting as
host, it is announced.
Frank E. Spain, of Birming-
ham, Alabama, a member of the
Finance Committee of Rotary In-
ternational, will speak at both
the afternoon and evening ses-
sions. The afternoon session will
begin at 2:30, with the evening
session starting with a dinner,
which will be served at 6:15.
The cities, besides Princeton,
who will meet with the Madison-
ville Club are: Dawson Springs,
Central City, Owensboro, Russell-
ville, Elkton, Marion, Hopkins-
ville, Kuttawa and Henderson.
District Governor Mark Cun-
ningham, Princeton, has urged
all members of these cities to
atteni.
Those from here who are to at-
tend besides Gavernos Cunning-
ham are Elwood • Cook, Dennis
Hodge, 'Burhl Hollowell, Gordon
Lisanby and Joe Wilcox.
Loan Association Names
Officers And Directors
Iley McGough was elected a
new member of the board of di-
rectors of the Federal Savings
and Loan Association at the firm's
annual stockholders' meeting here
Friday night. H. W. Blades and
J. Luther Poole were each re-
elected for a three-year term.
Other directors and officers of
the association are Dr. W. L.
Cash, president; Dr. C. F. Engel-
hardt, vice-president; J. R. Hutch-
inson, financial executive; C. A.
Pepper, general counsel; E. H.
Johnstone, associate; Dr. B. L.
Keeney, Frank G. Wood, Robert
U. Kevil and W. L. Davis, direc-
tors.
Income Tax Deputy To
Visit Here In February
A deputy from the office of
Collector of Internal Revenue S.
R. Glenn will visit Princeton Feb-
ruary 13 through February 17,
February 23 and 24 and March
14-15 to assist taxpayers in filing
their final 1949 returns and their
estimated returns for 1950, it is
announced.
Mr. Glenn stated that his depu-
ty is familiar with tax laws and
is being sent here to be of ser-
vice to the taxpaying public. He
urged taxpayers of this county
to see the deputy and let him
help them with their income tax





daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Rogers, Fredonia, is ill of scar-
let fever, according to a report
from the Caldwell County Health
Department. This makes the 15th
case of scarlet fever to be report-
ed in the county, ibalth Depart-
ment records ghost.
REA Now Serving




None of the $800,000 appropria-
tion approved at Washington this
week for the Pennyrile Rural
Electrification A dmi nistration
will be used on the headquarters
in Hopkinsville but will be spent
to improve service in outlying
areas, W. E L.acy, president of
the cooperative, announces.
Although the Washington re-
lease on the appropriation said
part of the money was for "im-
proving headquarters facilities,"
Mr. Lacy said the local REA of-
fice on West Ninth Street is new
and is regarded as "complete in
every detail."
Featured in the improvements
to be effected by the REA group
through the new appropriation
will be the installation of a two-
way radio system, Mr. Lacy said.
The Federal Communications has
approved the cooperative's appli-
cation for the installation of four
fixed stations and 14 mobile units
to operate on a frequency of
158.25 m.c.
The fixed stations will be lo-
cated at Hopkinsville, ElIctan,
Cadiz and Russellville, with sev-
I era' mobile units operating from
each fixed station.
Mr. Lacy said REA had made
money available for this work
some time ago but there has been
some delay in obtaining FCC ap-
proval. He estimated that con-
struction would be started about
Feb. 1, and should be completed
in about 45 days.
The REA president said a large
part of the $800,000 loan will be
used in conversion of overloaded
lines on the entire system, In or-
der to improve existing services
and add additional load in the
outlying communities. Another
sizeable amount of the loan will
be used to construct or improve
warehousing facilities in Chris-
tian, Trigg, Todd and Logan coun-
ties. Some new and better trans-
portation equipment will be add-
ed and it is anticipated that this
overhaul will make Pennyrile
second to none in the entire REA
system.
The Pennyrile is now serving
more than 9,000 consumers on
1900 miles of lines in Christian,
Trigg, Lyon, Caldwell, Todd, Log-




Members of t h e Artificial
Breeding Association e lected
Floyd Jones„ Caldwell county, a
director of the annual organiza-
tion at a recent meeting at the
courthouse here, R. A. Mabry,
county' agent, announces. Mr.
Jones replaces Charles Hester, of
Lyon county, whose term ex-
pired.
Also at the meeting, Glenn Wil-
liamson, field agent in Dairying





Work On Long Term
Agricultural Goals
In County Said To
Be Successful
Work on long term goals in
this county's agricultural program
as recommended by the Universi-
ty of Kentucky to be carried out
by the extension department has
been highly successful, County
Agent R. A. Mabry said in a re-
view of the department's activi-
ties during 1949, which was re-
leased this week.
In the introduction of the year's
work, Mr. Mabry said, "This
county is recognized as being un-
suited to intensive cultivation to
row crops and best suited to pas-
ture and livestock production be-
cause of the high per cent of
rolling land which presents many
problems of erosion control
when clean cultivation is psac- •
ticed.
"Through community organiia-
lions emphasis has been placed
this past year on improvement of
pastures, improved livestock pro-
duction, particularly dairying,
and increased corn yields per
acre and reduced acreage."




pasture fertilizing and seeding
were established in cooperation
with the production and market-
ing administration and veterans
in training.
The county P.M.A. committee
and the county agent worked out
a plan for the establishment of
21 pasture demonstrations in the
county.
Approximately 15,000 pounds
of Ky. 31 fescue seed has been
used for seeding about 1,600 acres
of pasture with one pound of
green acres white per acre being
with fescue in most instances.
the clover sown with fescue in
most instances.
CORN
„ Four demonstrations of plant-
ing on the contour were estab-
lished with 23 growers entering
the county corn derby. One coun-
ty-wide meeting on corn produc-
tion was held with about 150
growers attending the session
where six variety demonstra-
tions were conducted. About 95
per cent of the corn planted in
the county is of hybrid seed.
TOBACCO
During 1949, ventilation condi-
tions were improved in about 12
Curing barns, three stripping and
grading demonstrations were
held and 10 articles were pub-
lished on remodeling, curing, var-
ieties to use, sterilization of plant
bed, and insect and disease con-
trol. Three demonstrations of bed
treatment with methyl bromide
were established and growers
were urged to seed vetch and
crimson clover after tobacco as a
green manure crop.
Estimates are that the alfalfa
acreage has • increased from
about 3,000 acres in 1945 to about
4,000 acres this year and the yield
has increased from about one ton
per acre in 1945 to better than
one and one half tons per acre
this year. The year was an excel-
lent hay growing season but
much hay was lost or damaged
from rain after it was cut and
before it could be put in the barn.
WATER MANAGEMENT
About 250 farmers observed a
demonstration of reclaiming a 12-
acre bush field on the Marshall
Guill farm of the Freewill com-
munity. The field was limed at
the rate of three tons per acre
and fertilized at the rate of 700
pounds of 20 per cent phosphate
per acre. Fescue was seeded at
the rate of ten pounds and Rehm
clover at the rate of one and one-
half pounds an acre.
SOIL TESTING
Fifty-five soil samples have
been tested in the new soil test-
ing laboratory which started op-
erations September 10.
4-H CLUBS
During the past year there
were 332 boys and girls enrolled
in 4-H projects from 36, different
clubs in the county with a total
of 156 members completing pro-
jects.
Frank Machen Struck
By Auto Here Saturday
Frank Machen, 85, Henriett
Hotel, WAS admitted to the Prine/
ton Hospital about 6:30 p.
Saturday suffering from head 7'
juries which he received wl
he accidently walked into a •
on Main street Saturday ni
His injuries are not believe,.
be serious, It was reported
„ nesessistasei:A.a selliVPM.Ifir41' • ••
The vote of the Rules Committee in the House of Representa-
tives to try to restore to itself the power to hold back legislation
favored by other responsible House committees reflects little credit
on that group.
Gag rule is no respectable rule in a democracy. it may appear
to make the handling of some situations easier, as Republicans and
conservative southern Democrats seem to think with reference to
the proposed fair employment practices bill in President Truman's
civil rights program.
This newspaper does not believe it is wise to try to change
suddenly by nationwide legislation the social and industrial cus-
toms of large sections of the population. But it does believe the
.Atbject is entitled to debate in Congress and should be decided by a
vote, not by subterfuge or the dictatorship of a clique.
Frank discussion would throw light on the subject and. might
make for more political honesty in the writing of party platforms.
A change in the rules such as the committee seeks would af-
fect all legislation and might hinder various proposals of genuine
merit. Ordinarily bills recommeded by legislative committees of
the House in their respective field must wait for the Rules Com-
mittee to give tier a place on the calendar. A year ago the admin-
istration obtained adoption of a rule which if the Rules Committee
ignores a reported bill for 21 days, the chairman of the committee
sponsoring the bill may call it up for consideration.
To repeal this rule would be a backward step.
Hardly had the Legislators reached Frankfort for the present
session of l e General Assembly than they started talking of payingik
ththemselvesore money. They have in mind $100 a month the year
round, 
tax-fre, 
_net as a salary, they say, but as an expense account.
Such a thing seems to us positively ridiculous. Instead of
serving the people as they were sent to Frankfort to do, they are
first and foremost interested in serving themselves.
Possibly those serving in the Legislature should have slightly
more per day than they are now receiving, but most certainly not
a year-round expense account, and tax-free. Why should any of-
fice holder or individual have a salary or expense account tax free?
That is one of the inequities in our Federal Government. No per-
son, regardless of the office he holds, should have a tax-free salary
or expense account. It is grossly unfair. The President of the Unit-
ed States, Congressmen and our State Legislators should pay their
share of tax on their salaries or incomes just as everyone else does.
It is discriminating for it to be otherwise.
The taxes people of the United States are paying are burden-
some. But just because a person happens to be an office holder he
should not be relieved of his part of the burden.
We are definitely against members of the General Assembly
being paid a year-round $100 expense account. And we will be
watching, as no doubt, the voters of Kentucky will also be doing,
to see who votes for or against it when the bill is introduced.
—(The Kentucky Standard)
A man in Cleveland arrived home at 3 o'clock the other morn-
ing and proved himself an overconscientious exception to the cartoon-
ists' rule. This rule is that all such arrivals occur in stocking feet
with shoes in hand, exuding a discretion related only to valor
of the Duke of Plaza-Toro, who
In enterprise of any kind,
When there was any fighting,
He led his regiment from behind—
He found it less exciting.
The man in Cleveland was of starchier stuff, and he had a
conscience which kept asking him whether his wife would be angryif she knew he was getting in so late. So he woke her up, only to
learn that she wouldn't have been if he had not wakened her. Thematter is going to court, according to latest reports, where, ii Thatis all there is to it, a happy ending would seem in order.
The incident reminds us that Galsworthy has preserved forposterity in the "Forsyte Saga" a convincing portrait of an Englishfinancial magnate who asked his wife to give a big dinner. Aftersuch a day as such a chore imposes on a devoted wife, the deservingwoman went to bed about midnight when all but one guest had left,a guest who stayed till the wee hours talking finance with her hus-band. As the Englishman passed his wife's bedroom he went inand shook her awake to tell her that the soup had been excellent.We do not recall the consequenceS, if any. But we have ob-served that literature and the news are replete with examples ofwifely fortitude beyond the call of duty. Maybe an inscriptionto the effect that
Wives of great men all remind us
Ours may also be sublime . . .
could be embossed on medals to be presented to wives individuallyor en masse on any or all occasions.
It couldn't be too often. —(,The Christian Science Monitoi)--
-
By Ewing Galloway
As I may have hinted before, the winding up of the Committeefor Kentucky's wonderful job does not mean the end of my self-created stint. Thousands of people and more than 100 newspapersin the 120 counties have been aroused by the work of the Committeeand will go right on working for better communities, for a betterState, and I hope to string along with them as long as the newspapersprint my stuff.
The announcement early in 1949 that around March this yearthe Committee for Kentucky would call it a job well done was ashock to me. I thought the organization should at least keep oneman and a secretary employed indefinitely, but President Harry W.Schacter and the directors thought otherwise. I bowed to theirjudgment„ with some reluctance, and then hatched a plan for carry-ing on with this newspaper column.
In the three years I have been writing about scores of com-munity projects that have been finished and many others definitelyplanned. I believe more civic progress will be made in the next threeyears than since I started writing the column January 7, 1947. AndI am sure that by reporting what communities are doing, my jobwill be worth continuing indefinitely, provided most of the news-papers that run my stuff as coming from the Committee for Ken-tucky are willing to print it as coming from an individual writingexactly what he pleases—one reporting the truth as he gets it andnothing to gain but the satisfaction of seeing Kentuckians make theCommonwealth as good a State as its neighbors.
I have five times as much confidence in the progress of Ken-tucky as I had when I joined up with Mr. Schacter and the fine groupof men and women in the Committee for Kentucky.
When the Committee began to expose Kentucky's shortcomingsthere was much hostility from people responaible in varying degreesfor the backwardness of the State. To some of the people satisfiedwith Kentucky as it was, everybody connected with the work ofputting our dirty linen on front-yard clotheslines was a Communist.But now most of the reactionaries have cooled off—many of themhave joined the march.
In the future I am going to expect more help from newspapermen and civic leaders. They will have to send me facts about corn-mimity projects. Chambers of commerce also can help by report-ing industrial, commercial, or civic progress in their cities andcounties.
Nro.
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dinning which gives one expla-
, as WI,11 as all AP news diepatchas. nation of the mystery of "flying
stifoitmen—RENt'UOICY Palts.4 aft9ITTVIDFI--- saucers". For over three years the
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOC-RATION  saucer puzzle has been talked and
written about throughout the na-
tion and here at last a Princeton-
Ian may have found the answer
in an unidentified newspaper.
Whether the story is fact or fic-
tion your editor and Granny do
not know. After the advent of
the atomic energy, we refuse to
say the/story is Unpossible.
According to the article, Rudy
Fick, well known Kansas City
auto dealer, stopped over in Den
ver returning from Ogden, Utah,
, several weeks ago. While there
he called on the manager and
the assistant manager of the Ford
agency. Their conversation wa.
interrupted by a call from two
engineers, arranging ap itnmed
iate meeting. One of these en•
gineers, a man named Coulter, re-
vealed some startling informa-
tion.
According to the story by Coul-
ter, he "crashed the gate" at a
radar station near the New Mexi-
co and Arizona border after two
weeks of arranging. Here he saw
two of the highly secret "flying
saucers." One of them was bad-
ly damaged, while the other was
almost perfectly intact. These ob-
jects were space ships of an .un-
usual design. They consisted of
two parts, a cockpit or cabin about
six feet in diameter, and a ring
18 feet across and about two feet
thick surrounded this cabin. In
flight, the ring revolved at a high
rate of speed, while the cabin re-
mained stationary like the center
of a gyroscope. The ship has a
bearing type tripod landing gear.
The cabin was constructed of a
metal resembling aluminum, but
the actual makeup of the metal
has defied analysis. Coulter had
a portion of this metal in his pos-
session, and gave it to one of the
Ford men with instructions to
send it to the Dearborn Ford plant
laboratory to see if they could
either melt it or analyze it.
Each of the two ships seen by
Coulter were occup/ied by a crew
of two. In the badly damaged
ship, these bodies were charred
so badly that little could be learn-
ed from them. The occupants of
the other ship, while dead when
they were found, were not burned
or disfigured, and, when Coulter
saw them, were in a perfect state
of preservation. Medical reports,
according to Coulter, showed that
these men were almost identical
with earth-dwelling humans, ex-
cept for a few minor differences.
They were of a uniform height
of three feet, were uniformly
blond, beardless and their teeth
completely free of fillings or cav-
ities.
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Little Chips, 
!tidier with the facts. Ile feels
that the security departments of
the military fear that the sudden
shoek of a surprise announcement
of the fact that interplanetary
travel was possible might cause
mass hysteria. No Cause for alarm
seems necessary; however, for,
from all indications, the Venusian
visitors are quite peaceful, and





This week of the regular mid-
winter meeting of the Kentucky
Press Association in Louisville
seems a most appropriate tithe for
some observations on today's
newspapers. And the raising of a
couple of questions about their
future.
A good many of the most
thoughtful philosophers of mod-
ern journalism are considerably
concerned, not to say disturbed,
at what appears to be a trend
away from old-fashioned, down
They were dressed in uniform
clothing made from blue mater-
ial unknown on earth, the threads
_in the clothing seeming to be a ---
sort of wire. The jackets had six
buttons, and the trousers were
tight-fitting. Their shoes were of
a slip-on type. They did not wear
undergarments, but had their
bodies taped. Coulter said that it
was a matter of speculation
whether this was the customary
garb of these people, or whether
these were "space suits" or flying
suits. In each ship was a quantity
of food in tablet form. One type of
the food was in the form of small
tablets, about half the size of
Alka-Seltzer tablets. Another type
was a small brown cube, which,
when immersed in v
"zw,70141zieto aj.....
a weight twice as great
on earth.
The ships seemed to be magnet-
ically controlled and powered, as
they had no power plant in the
ship itself. No armament or ex-
ploratory equipment was found
in them, and, since they seem
to invariably crash near radar in-
stallations, it is surmised that
they are attracted by radar, or
possibly radar waves interfere
with their control systems.
In addition to the piece of met-
al, Coulter showed the group in-
chiding Fick, a clock or automatic
calendar taken from on the
crafts. It consisted of two pieces
of metal sandwiching some unus-
ual type of material. On the face
of one of these peices of metal
appeared an indentation, which,
rotating around the disc, complet-
ed a cycle each 28 days, a lunar
month.
According to the information
given Coulter, there are around
fifty of these craft that have
been found in the United States
in a period of two years, and for-
ty of these are in the United
States Research Bureau in Los
Angeles. Coulter said that the
best assumption as to the source
of the ships was the planet Ven-
us, for it is the only planet that
has an atmosphere in any way
similar to ours, and it seems to
have magnetic properties that
would make it theological home
base of them space ships.
Mr. Fick's assumption as to the
reason behind the apparent lack
of security is that the government
desires the Information to be
spread from unofficial sources,
until people are more or leas fa-
to earl h, two-fisted journalism.
Eve' yone Is familiar with the
remarkable remark to the effect
that newspapers have become a
good six per cent investment. Not
everyone is as familiar with the
equally quotable remarks of
Spike Canhani, Editor of the
Christian Science Monitor, at u
recent meeting of radio news
men.
Mr. Canham, one of the most
respected editors in the busineea,
reported that he is genuinely dis-
turbed because newspapers appar-
ently are not as concerned today
as they formerly were with see-
ing to it that their seeders get the
' Too much is printed, he said in
effect, (and for that matter,
broadcast on the radio) which
well-informed people know is
slanted, partially-true propagan-
da. By trying overly hard to be
Imerlatively objective, Spike
Canham indicated, our sources of
news dissemination have become
inaccurate.
The soultion, of course, is more
interpretation and analysis of
news, less slavish devotion to
what purports to be fact, which
actually is only part fact: which
purports to be truth, which is
only half-truth.
There is a dividing line some-
where between thorough, accur-
ate and truthful reporting of a
news story, and opinion about
that story. Would you say a news
story about a courtroom audience
was editorial if it described the
crowd as muttering angrily,
scowling fiercely at the defendant
and generally exhibiting a lynch
atmosphere was less truthful and
less accurate than, than. a news
story which describes the court-
room as packed to capacity with
townspeople?
We, assume in this 'case, :Of
course, that an honest and accur-
ate reporter has been assigned
to the trial.
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do something about.
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has been proved by a
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were awarded last fall to 42 young
rren and women now enrolled in
the College of Agriculture and
llome Economics, University of
Kentucky. Although only three
were limited to members of 4-H
clubs. 33 of the recipients were
,rneinbers of that organization.
Awards were made on the basis
of scholarships, leadership and
need, and ranged from $75 to
$500 an individual.
tying on the demonstration pro-
gram with T.V.A. phosphate. Rec-
ords kept by these farmers show
that areas treated with two tons
of lime per acre and 200 pounds
of 47 per cent phosphate every
four years have resulted in about
30 per cent less failures of getting
good grass and clover stands than
where no lime and phosphate
was used.
The kind of fertilizers to apply
is a problem all farmers are con-
fronted with. There are three
ways this might be done; first,
through soil testing, second,
learning to recognize deficiency
symptoms in growing crops and
third, by applying different plant
foods on small areas of the fieldsand observing the growth of
crops on these areas.
This last is a very good method
to use and is one which is easyto establish. When fertilizers are
being applied if farmers would
leave areas with no application,
it would serve as a good dernon-
stration of the effects of fertiliz-
er treatment on the farm land.
Termites, when eaten, are said
to taste like roasted chestnuts.
WHEN BILLS AND DEBTS
SEEM HARD TO MEET—
YOU'LL FIND OUR PLAN
IS MOST COMPLETE.
13 ift Ocreica
can get the money from us to pay scattered bills and
ts. Then have only one small payment to molts each
nth and only one place to pay. We can probably reduce
r monthly payments as much as one-half by combining
r bills.
ise cyt ,iliusae . . . let us iftow you how we
help you.





SCENE OF MILLION DOLLAR ROBBERY: This is a general view of the office in Br 'a Inc., anarmored truck firm, where seven masked -gunmen trussed up five employees and escaped with morethan a million dollars in cash from an open vault in Boston last week. Leaving the vault is ThomasB. Lloyd (left), cashier-in-charge at time of the holdup. A detective stands guard. At right is acap left by one of the gunmen. Through an open door of vault can be seen money bags disregardedby gunmen because they couldn't carry it away. FBI agents joined in the manhunt for the banditgang. The holdup was termed one of the biggest cash robberies in history. (AP Wirephoto)
Marshall, Stanky Hit
Hard Against New Mates
By Frank Eck
New York — The recent pack-
age deal between the Giants and
Braves had everyone believing
that the Bostonians got a real
star in Sid Gordon and the New
Yorkers picked up a gold mine
in Alvin Dark. Maybe So.
However, a comparison of bat-
ting records on what Gordon,
Willard Marshall and Buddy Kerr
did against the Braves last year
as against how Dark and Eddie
Stanky fared when facing Giant
pitchers, shows that Marshall and
Stanky had fine seasons against
their new teammates.
Marshall, on whom Manager
Leo Durocher sometimes soured
when the opposition pitched a
left hander, batted .412 in 19
games against the Braves. Against
Boston's southpaw starters, Mar-
shall made eight hits in 21 trips
to the plate. The last three times
Warren Spahn started against the
Giants. Marshall played, proving
even Durocher couldn't make up
his mind about Marshall. Willard
went four for 1; in those last
three efforts against Spahn, one
of the best southpaws in the Na-
tional League.
Another point in Marshall's
favor is the fact that he hit safe-
ly in 14 straight games against
the Back Bay boys. While Mar-
shall made six hits in 14 times
at bat against John Sain it can-
not be said he feasted entirely
TAX BOOKS
NOW
In compliance with the Tax Laws of Kentucky,
the tax books are now open for inspection by tax-
payers of Caldwell County.
They can be seen at my office in the
Courthouse until
FEBRUARY 1, 1950
Mrs. S. J. Larkins
on right handers. In one game
against a righty, Vern Bickford,
Marshall sat on the bench. (Note
to Billy Southworth: Marshall
last year hit .349 in 46 games as
Giant cleanup hitter, getting 50
blows in 143 trips.)
Gordon, a wonderful team man
has played third base, first baseand the outfield, and was readyto go along with Durocher's an-
nounced intention of making him
a catcher, hit only .260 against
the Braves.
In recent talks with Boston
general manager John Quinn,
Spahn said Gordon's bat causedhim some unpleasant moments
last year. Despite Spahn's story,
Gordon made only six hits in
21 times at bat when Spahn was
the starting hurler. Only one of
Gordon's 26 homers came against
Spahn.
Stanky was a thorn in the side
of giant pitchers last season,
one of the reasons Durocher un-
doubtedly again went for Eddie.
He hit .323 against the Giants and
whenever Durocher looked up
Stanky was on base either by a
hit or a walk. Another reason
for Stanky coming to the Polo
Grounds was the necessity for a
seasoned leadoff batter. The
Giants tried eight different men
in the No. 1 spot in 1949. Four
were rookies and another a re-
turnee from the Mexican League.
That's how desperate Leo wasfor a No. 1 man.
Naturally, getting Stanky and
Dark helped the Giants but they
need more than a double play
combination. Despite having four
pitchers among the National
League's first 14 in the earned
run ranks, they still could use
more pitching, not to mention
hitting. And first and third base
loom as added problems to Leo
the Lion.
With such batters as Marshall,
Gordon, Bob Elliott, Earl Torge-
son and Del Crandall the Braves
figure to be one ,of the hardest




When M. J. Belew and Earl
Jones of the Belew-Jones farm
in Grant county checked over
their annual milk production
records, they had sweet sudan
grass to thank in part for the
final sum. Seven and a half acres
seeded In two fields in June car-
ried 23 cows through the hot,
dry summer without loss of a
single pound of milk.
Mr. Jones told Farm Agent
Robert Hume that sudan furnish-
ed the equivalent of six acres
continuous grazing dialing Aug-
ust and September. He discontin-
ued hay entirely, and even reduc-
ed grain 20 per cent. Although
feeding his cows less than before,
they , did better than any other
summer, even when silage was
fed. In August, dairymen sold
23,000 pounds of milk, and in
September, 21,000 pounds, the
drop-off being no more than that
due to lactation period change.
In case of damage to
your building Rent In-
surance reimburses you
for the money tenants
may have paid you, and
it absorb.' the expense
of new living quarters
for yourself until the
building has been re-
paired. Ask us about it.
Typical Students
Selected At U. K.
A sophomore woman and a
senior man have been selected as
the University of Kentucky's typi-
cal students of 1950. Chosen as
the University's "typical ed and
coed" were Frank Bassett, Hop-
kinsville, and Miss Mary McKin-
ley, Harlan, both of whom are
enrolled in the College of Arts
and Sciences. A committee of
faculty and students selected
Bassett and Miss McKinley from
a field of candidates nominated
by campus fraternities, sororities
and dormitories. Selection was
based on students' participation
in campus activities, scholastic
standing, and personality.
Certain types of television in-
terference which make themseves
known visually are called "snow"
because they look just like that
on the screen.
Ky. Farm News
Johnson county toksacco was of
good quality last year, many
farmers reporting an average sale
price of more than 50 cents a
pound.
The Lancaster Negro 4-H club
in Garrard county has a member-
ship of 65 boys and girls.
Washington county homemak-
ers have ordered leather and oth-
er supplies for making 145 pairs
of handmade gloves.
Talmage Huff of Harlan county
estimated he saved about $200
by planting native shrubs when
he landscaped his new home.
Boyd and Lawrence counties
have organized a joint dairy herd
improvement association.
New tobacco barns, approxi-
mately 38 by 64 feet, have been
built by J. E. Hammonds and W.
R. Sparks of Laurel county.
Average net income of Adair
county calves fed by 4-H club
members was $93.43.
P. M. Basham of Breckinridge
county has completed a farm tool
shed 28 by 100 feet in size with-
out posts in the center.
In Pike county, there are 54
4-1I clubs with approximately
3,100 members.
At the Lexington tobacco show
and sale, 4-Hers sold 16,550
pounds of tobacco for an average
of $44.33 per hundred.
Byron Honsucker of Letcher
county has ordered 1,000 boblolly
pine trees to set out in the spring.
More than 300 dairymen in
Campbell county belong to the
Cooperative Pure Milk Associa-
tion, selling milk to the Greater
Cincinnati area.
Furniture refinished by Russell
county homemakers included 57
Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Renderin9 Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Phone 3698 Princeton, Ky.
Women Learn New
Skills Iri Sewing
More flume sewing und better
selection of ready-to-wear gar-
ments are listed in Boyd c,g,uiity
as results of lessons on priVes-
atonal finishes for cotton dresses.
Homemakers learned new skills
In sewing and improved their se-
lection of patterns and materials
and developed a greater respect
for garments made at home, said
Mrs. Lois H. Sharp, home agent.
"They now realize what a well-
fitted garment should look like,
where the seams should fall, and
chairs, a piano and several chests
and tables.
A cook book of favorite recipes
compiled by members of the
Christian County Homeamkers




Hanover --- (AP) — Afti
years At marriage, a man
in Schwieburg,"tnear here, di
vorced his wife to marry his
mother-in-law, the "Hannover-
ische Presse" reported.
how important good workman-
ship really is," she stated.
Three hundred women reported
making 2,480 dresses, each using
an average of 29 improved meth
ods since the lessons were given
by Miss Verna Latzke, clothing
specialist from the College of
Agriculture and Home Econom-
ics, University of Kentucky. In
chided were such practices as 900
zippers put in correctly, 462
shoulder pads made, 1,086 henis
put in as recommended, 759 belts
made by new methods and 242
patterns altered.




If your telephone were the only one in town, it wouldn't
be worth very much to you. It's the people you can call
and the people who can call you that makes telephone
service mean so much.
The value of your telephone increases as more new
telephones are installed. Today there are more than
twice as many telephones in service as there were before
the war and new ones continue to go in at a record rate.
Probably some of your friends or relatives are among
these thousands upon thousands of new subscribers.
Yes, it's the other fellow's telephone that helps to make
yours so valuable.
When you consider how much it does for you at the
price you pay, telephone service stands out as one of
today's real bargains.




Great Load-Master "105" Engine
It's the most powerful truck engine in
Chevrolet history! And it's here now
to givfe you a new high in on-the-job
performance for your 1950 hauling.
This great Load-Master Valve-in-
Head engine with 105 - horsepower
enables you to speed up heavy-duty
schedules — complete more deliveries
In less time. And for light- and medi-
um -duty hauling, Chevrolet's famed
Thrift-Master Engine also delivers
more power with improved perform-
ance.
Come in and look over these new
Chevrolet Trucks in the light of your
own hauling needs. See all the impor-
tant improvements for 1950. See how
Chevrolet offers just the model you
want—with more power and greater
value than ever!
„. 
P" ICYLOAD LEADERS • OPULARITY LEADERS
By Frank Eck
New York — An athlete with a
physical handicap usually has
two strikes against him when it
comes to stiff competition. But
not so with Eugene Augustine
Manfrini, Columbia University's
blind wrestler.
This 21-year-old Bronx youth
is considered one of the best 155-




• IN GOOD TARTE
No Accurate Test
For Soil Nitrogen
Na practical chemical test has
been devised for determining the
nitrogen in the soil, says the Ken-
tucky Agriculture Experiment
Station. The need of nitrogen can
best be judged by past liming,
manuring and cropping.
On soils that have enough othei
plant foods, that is, phosphorus,
potash and lime, increased yields
may be expected per pound of
nitrogen used about as follows:
Corn, a third to a half-bushel;
small grains, a fourth to a third
of a bushel; tobacco, 5 to 6 pounds,
and grass and hay crops, 40 to
50 pounds. When the yield al-
ready is high, less increase may
be expected. Large amounts of
nitrogen may lower the quality
of burley tobacco or cause small
grains to lodge.
east. In two year with the Light
Blue team he has lost only one
bout in some 60 matches, and
that to the eastern 155-pound
champion, Ken Hunte of Syra-
cuse.
Gene Manfrini was born a per-
fectly normal son of an immi-
grant Italian blacksmith. At three
he contracted measles and says
he was blinded by an overdose of
silver nitrate in his eyes. He re-
tains no visual images in his
Highly praised meals are a
tribute to the cook. And in
a small way a tribute to us!
For our variety of nourish-
ing dairy products are the
foundation of a well-plan-
ned, delicious meal. En-
joy these flavor-rich, safe-
guarded foods today.
Phone 2063 for home delivery service
or visit your neighborhood grocer!
Kratoi.,./2ITIW: -
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WINDMILL WINDUP: With arms swinging Moe the vanes of a
windmill, Majorie Jackson, 18, gets off to a flying start in the 100-
yard event of the Australian championships at Adelaide, South
Australia. She ran the distance in 10.8 seconds, equaling the world's
record for women set by the Dutch star Fanny Blankers-Koen.
(AP Wirephoto)
memory.
At five he enrolled in the New
York Institute for the Education
of the Blind. In 14 years at the
school he learned how a sightless
person can live in a world of vis-
ion. He learned how to "hear
shadows," as he puts it.
By the time he graduated he
had become an honor student, an
accomplished pianist, was a mem-
ber of the track team and school
chorus. He had won the junior
and senior metropolitan AAU
wrestling titles, and was consid-
ered a contender for an Olympic
berth. He had been wrestling for
the last nine years.
was a lucky day for me
when Clyde Downs, the wrestling
coach, decided that the best way
to channel a 12-year-old's extra
energy was to make him a wrest-
ler," says Gene. "Since then,
wrestling has become all-import-
ant to me. I don't think I could
get along without it."
And he "gets along" very well
even without the use of a cane
or a seeing-eye dog. He walks
around the campus and attends
FARMERS Through
THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
LOAN ASS N.
Loans made on good farms
from 10 to 38 years at 4% In-
terest on amortized payments
J. D. ALEXANDER
Secretary - Treasurer
Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky.
In Your Attic
May Be The Biggest
Heat Thief In Town
An uninsulated attic robs your home of heat. Heat conducted by
the plaster ceiling flows directly into the empty spaces above the
attic floor. You must constantly replace this heat loss with more
heat. That means higher fuel bills.
e,
to be covered. By knowing the length, width and height weeasily give you the cost of material.
In beginning the job, place the insulation directly on the lath.Be careful not to step off the ceiling beams. Use a board thrownover the beams to stand on.
We have all types of insulating materials to do your job effi-ciently. Come in, talk it over, and see your savings.
Insulate your attic. If the floor is not covered you can insulateit yourself. If a floor has been laid, the job may require theservices of a helper.
ordr. 44101VAIP''''
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-classes just like the next fellow.
Gene is majoring in music and
hopes someday to become a com-
poser and teach the subject. For
his "Humanities" course he must
read 30 alassics each semester.
Only a few of these are in Braille
so he employs "a reader" for the
rest. He writes most of his exam-
inations on a standard typewrit-
er except in math ana.other tech-
nical work where he takes oral
examinations.
As to his ability as a matman,
Columbia coach Dick Waite says
"Gene has one of the finest sen-
ses of balance I have ever seen.
He is an intensive student of
wrestling."
As for concessions in the ring,
Gene asks only that spectators be
quiet until contact is made with
his opponent and that the refe-
ree refrain from moving around
while he and his opponent are on
their feet.
He is an amazing counter
wrestler, relying on his quick re-
flexes and thorough knowledge
of the sport to slip out of an op-
ponent's grip and work into one
of his own.
He is one of the most inspira-
tional figures around the Colum-
bia campus. The boys always
look for him when someone has
trouble opening a click-type lock
in the locker room. Gene always
steps up to oblige.
Recently Coach Waite tried to
confuse Gene. Manfrini was
working out with a less experi-
enced wrestler. Waite motioned
for the other boy to move out of
the ring while the coach took his
place against his pupil.
Gene applied a half-,hearted
hold. He pat on more pressure
but the coach, a former cham-
pion himself, refused to budge.
With that Gene released the hold
and said:
"Hey wait a minute. Some-
thing's wrong here."
Manfrini, as nimble as he is
strong, recently wrestled Bill
Harvey, a well-conditioned mid-
shipman at Annapolis. When
Gene got the decision, nine points
to four, the crowd at the Naval
Academy applauded for a full
minute.
By David Taylor Marko
Boys and girls getting ready to
enter their teens want to know
about the changes that take place
in their bodies as they grow up.
They want to know how human
growth begins and how it con-
tinues, how physical changes take
place during adolescence and
what they mean for adult life.
There has come to our desk
a book designed to tell them in
language and through diagrams
they can understand. It is called
"Human Growth, The Story of
How Life Begins and Goes On,"
by Lester F. Beck, Associate
Professor of Psychology at the
University of Oregon. (Harcourt
Brace and Company, New York,
$2).
Based upon the widely known
film, "Human Growth," it covers
the same material but goes into
considerably more detail. An at-
tractive feature of the book is
that each chapter ends with a
set of questions usually asked by
children. The questions and an-
swers provide a basis for frank
and intelligent discussions with
adults about how life begins and
continues.
"The story of how human be-
ings grow up is dramatic as any
tale ever written," says the auth-
or. "The life plan which, in
twenty-odd years, changes a tiny
baby into a full-grown man or
woman is one of the great won-
ders of nature. And it is taking
place every day — every minute,
in face — among boys and girls
throughout the world."
Then, through such chapters as
"Growing . . . Growing . . .
Grown" "About Ourselves and
Our Cells," "Preview to Parent-
hood," and "The Miracle of
Birth," the whole story develops
from how persons grow after
they are born, through how they
become physically mature men
and women, how a new life cycle
begins and, finally, how a tiny
human egg grows into a baby and
is born. Hard words and technical
51100-DEER SPRAY r MOVIE HOURS ARE HAPPY HOURS!
San Francisco (AP)- — A
new repellant spray that will
keep deer from eating crops is
being developed by the Fish and
Game Division. Game officials
aren't saying yet just what it is,
but it has been developed since
complaints began comag siome
years back about wild deer eat-
ing everything, from Brussels
sprouts to fruit trees.
They aren't quite sure of it yet,
but ttnts with the new spray
show it has "deterred" deer from
gobbling grape vines in the Napa
Valley.
The problem is much wider
than this wine-rich valley. More
planted land in the green parts
of the state, plus a growing, pro
tected deer population have com-
bined to cause thousands of dol-
lars in damage in many places.
terms are clairfied in a glossary
in language that should offend
no one,
"Human Growth," represents an
approach to describing the facts
of life for adolescent children. It
can be used by parents and
teachers as well.
When the seeds of the Ameri-
can Holly sprout, only about one
in 10 produce female trees and
only female trees produce ber-
ries.
Now insurance for your auto can give
you not only complete 
standards:over-
ages hut also pay for yos if you are
injured in an auto accident as driver,
psslsiftoengen Dr or pdestrrivane.tSti 
Sr.
ongcom.'
pany with nation-wide service, semi-
annual premiums and money saving







Get the out-ahead style and
sensational savings of a
QHARPEN your pencil and get
1.-7 ready to total up a big list of
new-car savings!
Come in and jot them down item
by item—the sizable savings you can
make on gas, on oil, on repair bills,
by driving a new 1950 Studebaker!
What's more, this low, long, allur-
ing Studebaker is unmistakably out
ahead in style. les the "next look"!
in cars—the fresh new kind of design-
ing that tells everyone you know that
you're driving a real 1950 model.
Stop in now. Go out for a ride in
this newest and finest Studebaker.
Get behind the wheel and drive it.
Get the convincing proof that it's
America's top value in a new car!
Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Rd. Phone 2053















It's Delighting the nation
with its Technicolor fun,
songs, dancing and love-
making.
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uth, 17, Publishes
Own Farm Paper
By W. J. Stout
tosh, S. D. — In only two
a 17 year old McIntosh boy
en from carrier boy to edi-
t1 publisher of his o w n
per.
is David Payne, one-man
of the "Corson Covnty
" It's a six page tabiloid
t, he says, "just for kids
oungsters, and especially
club members." Its mast-
carries the slogan: "The
of today — the voters of
ow.*
e works as a-helper in the
g shop of the Corson Coun-
•s• and Morristown Worid,
kly published by Charles
When his young assistant
up with the "kids' paper"
idea, Kirk gave his permission
to use tha shop equipment.
The first edition came out in
October. "Youth" is on a month-
ly basis, but Payne is thinking of
making it twice monthly if all
goes well.
Payne says he "just naturally
drifted into the newspaper busi-
ness." He was interested in pap-
ers as a carrier boy in Minnea-
polis, before his mother moved
here two years ago. "I never real-
ized how interested I was," he
explains, "until I started Working
here.
"Now I wouldn't change occu-
pations for the world."
"Youth" began after a boys'
club Payne started failed to
Farm
upplies
Field Seed - - - Seed Sowers
Armour's and Cumberland Fertilizer
Tobacco Seed - - - Tarpaulins
Wire Fence - - - Barb Wire
Galvanized Roofing - - - Roll Roofing
Roof Paint - - - Roof Cement
Pressure Sprayers - - - Barrel Sprayers
Harness - - - Harness Repair Work
Rubber Tire Wagons
Wagons and Truck Frames
Implement Repairs - - - Tools
Rural Mail Boxes - - - Scales
Coal Heaters - - - Oil Heaters
Coal and Wood Ranges
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
$ervices:
Church School at 9:45 a. in.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. In. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:00.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes-
day at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
SUNDAY
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
WEDNESDAY
7:3t) o'clock, Midweek Service
8:11 o'clock, Choir Praaliat
OGDEN mrrHoDIST
Ray. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
5:45 p. m. Training Union





CHURCH Cie THE DRIACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,/
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at £ o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the They. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. m.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Preaching-11 a. m.
raise money to build a projected
youth recreation center. Profits
from the paper go into the build-
ing fund.
Most of the work on "Youth"
is done after regular office hours.
Payne sets all the type, writes
copy, takes ads, promotes sub-
scribers, does makeup and runs
the press.
80 Square Print. Neat Patterns
and Nicely Styled. Made For Looks
- - - Service Too. •








Adoption of a retail sales tax
in Kentucky was recommended
last week in an address at Win-
chester by Dr. Frank G. Dickey,
dean of the University of Ken-
tucky College of Education.
The sfate's present tax struc-
ture cannot adequately support
the necessary services and insti-
tutions for which the state is re-
sponsible, and merely increasing
current taxes on cigarettes, beer
and pari-mutuel betting will not
solve the problem, the U.K. edu-
cator asserted.
"New taxes—those which wIll
result in a substantial increase in
revenue—are necessary if our
services and institutions are to be
satisfactorily supported, so Ken-
the blindfold and look at the sit-
uation realistically," Dean Dickey
continued.
"Twenty-seven states, includ-
ing all those bordering Kentucky
except Virginia now have some
type of sales tax." he said, "and
it seems one of the few possible
solutions to our problems here in
Kentucky.
"Bringing the cigarette, beer
and pari-mutuel taxes up to the
national average would increase
state revenue by approximately
$5,500,000 annually at the present
rate of consumption for these
items. Such an increase could not
make up the difference between
the amounts needed by Kentuc-
ky's state-supported institutions
and the budget that probably will
be approved," Dean Dickey de-
clared.
GAS WITHOUT WATER
Decatur, Ill. — (AP) — Every
time Smith Fitzwater has Dew-
ey Bales drill for water a new
gas well is discovered. Fitzwater
tapped the first one to the fur-
nace. He capped the second one
for future use.
Oil drilling operations in the
neighborhood last year are be-
lieved the cause of the new gas
supply. The Fitzwaters still would
like a good water well.
Sunday, School-10 a. M.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Hour of 'Prayer—Wednesday,
7 p. m.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship I1:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer
service 7:00 pin.
According to Hindu legend, the
sacred Ganges river divided into




When "colds" hit your flock,
mime birds' breathing with Dr.
Salshury'sCan-Pho-,Sal.Spray
or vaporize solution of Can-
Pho-Sal in poul-
try house several








Augusta, Ga. — (AP) — Four
days of practice have been set for
golfers who will participate in
the Masters tournament at the
Augusta National Golf Club,
April 6 through 9. Practice rounds
begin Sunday, April 2 while on
Wednesday afternoon, April 5,







Irrigation, now used by truck
gardeners and a few tobacco
growers, could be used with prof-
it by many farmers, thinks Ralph
Keeney of the College of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics, Uni,
varsity of Kentucky. Water could
be supplied artificially not only
to Improve tobacco but also to
stimulate yields of grains and
hays and even grass, he declared.
Dry weather in midsummer of-
ten makes necessary the sale of
cattle before they are ready for
market, Jteeney pointed out, and
checks the growth of corn and
other grains, legumes and grass.
If land could be irrigated at such
times, sale of unfinished stock
could be avoided. Beef cattle
could be kept gaining and produc-
tion of milk could be kept up.
Also, injury to tobacco and grain
crops could be prevented.
Keeney told of experiments
which showed a profit of $32 an
acre of grass a year, above ex-
penses of putting on water.
In only one year in the past
25 years has railfall in Central
Kentucky been sufficient at all
times of the season, according
to Keeney.
In the past season of 1949, rain-
fall at Lexington was so distribut-
ed that crops never suffered. Ir-
rigation of crops at the Agricul-
tural Experiment Station showed
little or no beneficial results.
However, such seasons are rare,
Keeney pointed out.
The Golden Horn, inlet of the
Sea of Marmara in the passage
between the Black and Mediter-
ranean seas, was so called be-
cause of the rich fishing there.
The highest land in Eniwetok,
U. S. A-Bomb test ground in the
Marshall Islands, is 16 feet above
the sea level.
Nine Thousand Chicks
Raised Under One Roof
Amboy, III. — (AP) — John
Kliemati has figured a way to
raise 9,000 chickens under one
roof.
He constructed an Improved
version of the circular "hen
house." His 150-foot diameter
building is pie-cut into eight sec-
tions, each Containing ultra-mod-
ern watering, feeding and nest-
ing equipment. The floor slopes
to the center drain for easy
cleaning.
A 16-foot center circle serves
as a work area. A feed carrier
mounted on a circle monorail aus-
hil/PEi«)NION
Day, -- (AP) — A new
kind of onion, the Yellow Ber-
muda 9118,- yields 35 per cent more
high-quality onions than ordin-
ary Bermudas, reports the Col-
lege of Agriculture here. The 986
also matures 10 to 14 days earlier
and produces fewer culls. It was
developed in a 3-way experiment
by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
the Texas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, and the experiment
station of the University of Cali-
fornia.
pended from the ceiling enables
one man to tend the flock.
FOR SALE
115-acre farm, 2 miles south of Marion. Good
dwelling, plenty of outbuildings. Lights and
water in buildings.
130-acre farm, 2 miles west of Princeton. Dwell-
ing with bath, lights and water.
* * *
48-acre farm, 1 mile northeast of Princeton on
Highway 62. Dwelling with bath. Lights in all
buildings.
* * *
We have several dwellings in town and other
farms for sale.
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
(C. A. WOODALL - VIRGIL SMITH)





Now you can save up to $125 on a new Dodge "Job Rated" Truck. Every
Dodge "Job-Rated" Truck at these new low prices is the same truck - with the
same equipment - as before the price reduction. These new low prices have been
made possible through the great public acceptance Dodge "Job-Rated" Trucks
have enjoyed.
You continue to benefit from the advantages of such exclusive Dodge features as
proper weight distribution to carry your load better . . . short turning diameters
For easier handling ... shorter wheelbases and shorter over-all lengths to accommo-
date standard bodies.
All of this mean:greater tri;m1c:r)pg,-th4.10-ey?,eVttiftisigrir•WZ::::itte':',re'c'!
prices - plus unmatched Dodge economy, performance, and dependability
Come in today! Get the new low delivered price on the Dodge "Job-Rated"
Truck that fits your job - the truck that will save you money today - and every day
you use it.
See us today for a dollar-saving deal
ROWLAND MOTOR CO.
S. Jefferson St. Phone 
3075
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Scout Financial Drive
Set For February 5
Five outstanding
from troops of the
District will attend the.
Jamboree at Valley F,age,
in June, according to plata
flounced at a recent meet
the District Council at Fred
Field Executive Jim H
said sponsoring units, met-
veterans' organizations and
clubs will be asked to help
the expenses of the Scouts.
Mr. Harris also said the
financial campaign to obtain
with which tc continue the
log program will be
during Boy Scout Week, p
ary 5-11.
Among those attending
meeting at Fredonia were Q
Pedley and Gene Barrett,




Princeton Hospital and is
ememA




The Loid has given man the tools
And man has wrought with
care,
Palaces upon the waves
And highways in the air,
Music in a little box,
That comes across vast spaces;
Miracles on every side
And these man mars, disgraces.
The Lord has given man the tools
And has taught man the way
To span the mightiest oceans
In a portion of a day.
Light and power, food and drink,
Not a thing omitted,
These the Lord has given man—
Man's proved that he's unfitted.
Oh, if human beings might
Take and use this magic
For the good of all mankind,
Not in ways so tragic;
Loving, lifting, cleansing life,
No pearls to swine casting;
Seeking things more permanent,
puilding things more lasting.
Dinner Party
,j Mr. and Mrs. hey McGough en-
tertained with a dinner party at
their home on North Jefferson
street Saturday night, Jan. 21.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. John
Ed Young, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Sparks, Mr. and Mra........Cooper




Mrs. Billy Giannini was hostess
to members of the Tuesday After-
noon Bridge Club at her home
on Cadiz Road January 17, with
a dessert-bridge.
Guests were Mesdames C. H.
Jaggers, Jimmy Landis, Richard
Morgan, James W. McCaslin,
John Morgan, Billy McElroy and
Ralph Randolph.
Fredonia Ladies' Aid
The Ladies Aid of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church met at
the home of Mrs. T. R. Akridge
Thursday night, Jan. 19.
During the business session the
following officers were elected
for the coming year: president,
Mrs. Ray Wigginton; vice-presi-
dent, Mrs. Hervey Franklin; sec-
retary, Mrs. Charles Querter-
mous; assistant secretary, Mrs.
Rimceill Melton, and treasurer,
Mrs. T. R. Alcridge; entertainment
committee, Mrs. Russell Melton
and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield.
During the social hour, refresh-
ments were served to Mrs. Char-
les Quertermous, Mrs. Paul West.
Mrs. Allen Riley, Mrs. Essie
Rocket, Mrs. Smith Lowery, Mrs.
Ray Blackburn, Mrs. Noble Par-
is, Mrs. Ruth Dunning, Mrs. Glenn
Rogers, Mrs. Russell Melton, Mrs.
Hervie Franklin, Mrs. Euclid
Quertermous, M r s. Lawrence
Blackburn, Mrs. Ray Wigginton,
Mrs. C. T. Henson, Mrs. Henry
Phelps, Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield,
Mrs. Jim Blackburn, Mrs. Allie
Bugg, Mrs. J. D. Bugg, Mrs. Pete
• Baker and Mrs. Malcom Black-
burn.
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. QaInnN.
Seminary street, on the birth of a
daughter, Margaret Ladene, Jan-
uary 17, at Princeton Hospital.
* * *
Mr. end Mrs. Lacy Adams,
Cobb, on the birth of a daughter,
January 19. She had been named
Glenda Jo.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Glendale
McChesney, Route 1, on the birth
of a daughter, Brenda Lucille,
January 10.
* Or *
Mr. and Mrs. James Foster
Logan, Princeton, on the birth of
a son, Adrian Jackson, January
12.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Anderson
Henson, Varmint Trace Road, on
the birth of a daughter. She has
been named Brenda Joyce.
* * *
vivIr. and Mrs. James Kermit
Phelps, Fredonia, Route 3, on the
birth of a son, Kerry Lee, Janu-
ary 18.
wpsootais
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holsapple
and sons, Billy and Bobby, of
Hopkinsville, spent Sunday with
his sister, Mrs. Melvin Franck.
and Mr. Fralick, Dawson road.
Rose And Garden Club
To Meet February 2
The Princeton Rose and Garden
Club will meet at George Coon
Library Thursday, Feb. 2, at 7:30
p. m., when A. H. Templeton w4ll
speak on "Evergreens and Their
Care." Oliver Allcock will dis-
cuss the club's required program
on soil conservation.
Year books will be distributed
by the program committee, which
Is composed of Mrs. Charles Gei-
ger, chairnian; Mrs. Brad Lacy,
Mrs. W. L. Mays, Mrs. W. L.
Granstaff and Miss Eliza Nall.
Members are requested to
bring specimen branches of trees
or shrubs for twig identification.
l Advisory Council Names LiteraryMrs Votes Delegate
To Homemakers Meet
Mrs. Hugh Yates, president of
Caldwell County honiemakers,
was chosen to represent the coun-
ty at the 38th annual Farm and
Horne convention to be held in
Lexington January 31-February
3, at a meeting of the advisory
council held in the circuit court-
room January 20 at 1:30 p. m.
Mrs. Clifton Clift, citizenship
chairman, urged homemakers'
clubs to adopt a rat control pro-
gram as a special health prob-
lem for 1950. Other chairmen who
gave reports were Mrs. Alvin
Lisanby, publicity; Mrs. Opal
Rice, reading; Mrs. Floyd Dun-
bar, 4-H; and Mrs. A. .D.—McEl-
roy, home furnishings. '
Others present were Mesdames
Floyd Jones, Ray Martin, K. T.
Vick, Frank Burchett, J. M.
Tichenor, L. C. Lisman, W. D.
Armstrong, Robert Morse and L.
P. T. Barnum's Mermaid.•
Was it Made In Japan?
By Torn Whitney
Moscow — The story is told
here — and it is claimed to be a
true one — of a two-weeks old
baby rabbit which so disconcert-
ed a fierce sable by offering
spirited resistance when the sable
came to kill him that the sable
has siiice taken the rabbit in as a
roommate.
The story comes from a Russian
• • fur farm where one of the prize• 
animals is a large male sableMrs. C. B. Meadows spent
. I named "Red Devil" because of hisTuesday and Wednesday in
Flinkfort on business.
• • •
and Mrs. B. K. Amos are
vacationing in Texas and Mexico.
• • •
Mr. Wallace Starling, of Hop-
kinsville, was a business visitor
here Tuesday.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hutche-
son, Jr., are attending the an-
nual mid-winter meeting of the
Kentucky Press Association at
the Brown Hotel in Louisville this
week.
• • •
), Mr. and Mrs. Billy Robinson
left Saturday for a week's vaca-
tion to Tampa and Miami Fla.
In Tampa, they will visit his
aunt, Mrs. Luther Ladd, and Mr.
Ladd.
• • •
Mr. Joe P. Wilcox, accompanied
by his father, Mr. R. L. Wilcox,
of Dawson Springs, and Mr. Mc-
Caleb Arms, Dixon, were busi-
ness visitors in Nashville, Tenn.,
Monday.
• • •
- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
were luncheon guests of Mr. Gor-
don Cayce, Miss Bertha Cayce and
Mrs. Wesley Dalton in Hopkins-
ville Monday.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rowland left
Monday for a vacation in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.
• • •
Mr. illiC.Mps. John Hendricks,
TEd.: were guests of
friends and relatives here last
Thursday, enroute to Ft. Lauder-
dale, Fla., where they will spend
the winter months. Mrs. Hen-







Over 300 pairs - - - - values from
$5.95 to $12.95. Our entire stock
of Suede Dress Shoes plus Kid and
;14rgtaiailejlf Paradise, Vital-
Ili, ea:)y arid"NisieCisuals"iiiid -
Loafers by Easy Goer and Connie.
ALL COLORS - - - ALL SIZES
(Plenty of Large Sizes)
SALE STARTS THURS., JAN. 26
THE FINEST WOMEN'S SHOES IN AMERICA
$3.80 Pair
Hurry For The Best Selection
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
•
wildness and ferocity. Like the
rest of the weasel-mink-marten
family, the valuable pelt-bearing
sable is noted for its "killing"
instinct.
"Red Devil" was so wild that
he refused to come out of his
house no matter how hungry he
was when humans were near the
pen. The only exception he made
to this rule was when he was
thrown a live rabbit. Then with
his appetite and instincts aroused
he would come out and kill the
rabbit with one swift blow and
devour it, snarling ferociously.
Some months ago the sable was
thrown a two-weeks old small
rabbit, a puny little beast, accord-
ing to the story. The rabbit jump-
ed about the pen unconcernedly
while the sable, eyeing him from
his house, prepared to strike.
He swiftly attacked. The rabbit
saw him coming and stood up on
his hind legs and with his paws
in front of him as rabbits defend
themselves. And he snorted very
fiercely and loudly.
The sable was surprised. He
stopped with his fangs bared, his
hair standing on end, his body
taut.
The rabbit unconcernedly turn-
ed away to the nearest carrot and
started nibbling it as if nothing
had happened.
The sable stood still for several '
minutes, turned from side to side.
His hair lay down flat again. He
shut his mouth, sniffed about,
turned around and climbed into
his house.
The caretaker who watched
concluded that the sable would
come out again and finish of the
rabbit.
But when the caretaker went
to the pen the next day, the rab-
bit was still hopping unhurriedly
about the pen finding himself a
meal. And the sable was paying
no attention to the rabbit.
In time the rabbit grew even
bolder. He always was first at
the feed pen and selected for
himself the best of the carrots and
other vegetables provided for the
sable. When the sable came up
to the fed pen the rabbit paid no
attention. In fact he acquired the
habit, whenever the sable grab-
bed a morsel which the rabbit
wanted, of pulling it away from
him or shoving him away from
it. The sable put up no resistance.
Furthermore, it was not long
until the rabbit who by this
time had been named "Hero" dis-
covered that the most pleasant
place to sleep was the sable's own
house. He jumped into it and lay
down to sleep next to the sable.
The sable was even seen to cud-
dle up to the rabbit. •
Women's Club Meet To
Be Held In Lexington
Lexington — (9P) — The an-
nual meeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's clubs will
be held June 14-16 in Louisville.
This was announced by Mrs. Joe
Page, Barlow, federation presi-
dent, at the group's midwinter
board meeting here last week.
Allen Fuller To
Receive B. S. Degree
Allen Fuller, of Fredonia, was
one of the 74 students who be-
came candidates for degrees at
the close of the fall semester at
Bowling Green College of Com-
merce, it is announced. The de-
grees will be awarded at the col-
lege's commencement exercises
in May Fuller yill receive his
bachelor-of-science degree. '
AT JENNIE INTUAET
Mrs. Porter Tayloe, Providence
Route 3, is under treatment at
Jennie Stuart Hospital, Hopkins-
this week.
Meanwhile whenever the sable
was thrown .a-new live rabbit he
ate it as before without the slight-
est hesitation. This did not affect
his relations with his rabbit
friend, who watched it all with-
out any interest.
This idyll, as described in the
magazine "Ogonek," has continu-
ed for three months and shows
every sign of continuing indefi-
nitely.
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
DREAMERS OF DREAMS: THE
RISE AND FALL OF 19TH
CENTURY IDEALISM, by Hol-
brook Jackson (Farrar, *trails;
$3.50)
The six "dreamers of dreams"
. . as William Morris described
himself . . whom Jackson lines
up here are the Englishmen Car-
lyle and Ruskin, as well as Mor-
ris, and the Americans Emerson,
Thoreau and Whitman. They have
in Lornmon a desire to protest
"against the materialistic (i. e. the
commercial) trend of civilization"
and ,to "reassert and reinforce
spiritual values" by some effec-
tive method.
They express Specifically a de-
termined hostility to many things
in which the English people and,
even more, the Americans of their
day, believed. The success of the
two peoples is a measure of the
failure of these six, though the
regard in which they are held is
a strange effect of the defeat of
their aims, and since we think
much of them, it must be conclud-
ed that we do not think much
about them.
Jackson saves us some trouble
in this respect in his absorbing
book. Carlyle was the leader
among the English, Emerson
among the Americans but they
all reacted on one another. Car-
lyle favors a beneficent feudalism,
B. Sims.
Arrangements for the meeting
were made by Mix; Wilma Van-
diver, home agent.
Homemakers To Attend
Farm And Home Meeting
Caldwell County Homemakers
planning to attend the 38th an-
nual Farm and Home convention
in Lexington from January 31 to
February 3 ate Mrs. Dolph Wil-
liamson, Crider Club; Mrs. Jim-
mie Jones, Eddy Creek Club; Mrs.
Floyd Hunter, Friendship Club;
Mrs. Hyland Mitchell and Mrs.
Kelly Martin, Otter Pond Club.
Mrs Hugh Yates, county dele-
gate, and *Miss Wilma Vandiver,
home agent, will also attend.
Registration Urged
For 18-Year-Olds
Young men reaching their 18th
birthday are urged to register
with the local draft board, des-
pite the fact they are not being
inducted, Henry Averdick, clerk,
said this week. Mr. Averdick's of-
fice is located in the courthouse.
believes In hard work, condemns
both commercialism and social
democracy; Emerson, the philo-
sopher who opraises life in the
raw but prefers it cooked," was
like Carlyle, a man who had to
have his heroes and who called
on us "to realize all that we
know . . . to honor every truth
by use."
In this, says the author, both
America and England have fail-
ed despite the teaching and also
the bright example of these lead-
ers. More than any of the others,
Whit;an accepted the modern,
and en the American, world as
the proper place for him, as home,
though he was himself something
of an idler, who scorned hustle
and bustle and belittled the
money standard.
TO *NUB U. OF T.
George Robert Richie, sun of
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Richle, Sr., N
Jefferson street, will leave Sun-
day for University of Texas, Aus-




To January 31 To Place
Wheat Crop Under Loan
Caldwell county wheat grow-
ers have until TlieBday. January
31, to place their 1949 wheat crop
under loan with the Commodity
Credit Corporation in the firm
price support program, W. S.
Traylor, chairman of the County
Production and Marketing Ad-
ministration committee, said here
today.
Loan rates for 1949 wheat crop,
grading U. S. No. 1 range, in
Caldwell county is $2.10 a bushel,
with rates for other eligible
grades ranging downward, he
said.
Latest reports on loans com-
pleted in Kentucky on the 1949
crop show 566,157 blushela under crating at the home of his
loan in 23 counties of the State. er, Mrs. Dulcia Corder, S.
Loans, totaling $1,270,902.64. were son etreet. His cormit•,in ar
made to 1398 growers. Four of ed t be satisfactory.
these loans were on 3,030 bushels
of farm-stored wheat. The re- ATTENDS D-E MEET
mainder of the wheat is in ware- R. M. Oliver spent last
house storage. Sixteen farmers in nesday and Thursday in
Caldwell county have taken ad- phis attending a spring and
vantage of the wheat loan on mer merchandising fair, s
their 1949 crop to date, totaling ed by Mid-Continent Petr
7,197 bushels, Mr. Traylor added. Co
ATTENDS DRUGGISTSMEET
Miss Carwin Cash attended the
January meeting of the First Dis-
trict of the Kentucky Pharma-








beautifully styled rayon and
nylon Carole Kings. Alive
with a wonderful texture..
they've contrast ... and
color.., and a marvelous
wearable quality you'll
treasure for all occasions.
$11 /195
•
Brilloant Career... A big'help on shy junior's lad-der of succem! Double
breasted bodice with in-
teresting yoke treatmentand awed notched roller
Taupe. Green, Grey, Blue.
Siaes 9-15 . . . .
bide hurl. a trimly tail-
ored gem with that young
pallor feel. Note the twin
inverted pleat, in the
skirt. Grey, Navy, Copper
Barb Blue. &sea cis.
EXCLUSIVE ATC
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & levee
Dial 3211
Line-Tamer_ Contrastingstripes scrota the flatter-ing bodice match the skirtand wide belt. The crispcollar and cravat are ray.on faille. Red. Green,Copper Bark skirt withNavy blouse. Slats 9.1$
Airy/trill Helms...the ens'.white rayon faille collarthat pullo through the slitsin the mandarin necklineis remornble. Twin pock.
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Dr. Herman N. Sander
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mit that very fact
physician all the more
k as to his rights and
who perform an artifi-
nation often view it as
mercy or charity. A
g frustrated in their
children come to him
lea to enable the wife
child. It is often an act
tion, on which all their
ppiness seems to de-
wont be satisfied to
by. They want a child
• it least half theirs.
7 agrees, he must act
y tme 
all the parties concerned. He
must choose a donor, the other
man, who is youthful, healthy, in-
telligent, of good character and
resembling the husband as much
as possible. Neither the donor
nor the couple must ever know
the other's identity.
Usually the donor is a hospital
Intern who needs extra money.
He is paid $5 or $10 for a speci-
men, and he often donates to one
recipient repeatedly over a period
of months - neither, of course
ever seeing the other. One speci-
men was carried 500 miles by air-
plane.
After the baby is conceived,
here are some of the complica-
tions that might arise:
Suppose the husband or wife
has a change of heart. Could they
charge the physician with abet-
ting a rape or adultry? What will
be the status of the child if the
couple became divorced? If po-
tential heirs later find out that
the husband is not the father,
can they deny the child his in-
heritance on the grounds of ille-
gitimacy?
Suppose the donor resorts to
blackmail. Or suppose he claims
that he unwittingly had been used
in a medical experiment. Suppose
the donor's wife objects to her
husband being the father of an-
other woman's baby? Does the
child have any right to claim the
donor as 'his legal parent? Or
could the mother subsequently
sue the donor for the support of
the child?
To protect themselves, most
doctors require that all parties
concerned, husbands and wives on
both sides, sign statements agree-
ing to the procedure and freeing
the doctor of all liability. New
York City requires that such rec-
ords be kept. But if the names
are thus recorded, there is no
guarantee of perktual secrecy.
So some doctors outside of New
York never require any such
lucky Lake Listed
am n Danger Spot
entucky Lake was one
'n danger spots as at
rsons lost their lives
ing and fishing in this
g 1949, according to
eased this week by the
division of game and
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hile duck hunting after
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urned Jan. 1 were not
'1 last week.
thout this mishap, Ken-
es hunting and fishing
eavy and the lake pro-
State's worst sporting
tragedy of the year.
The Division headquarters at
Frankfort says that although the
46 hunting and fishing deaths in
1949 may not be the eomPlete
total, the survey was made
through 112 conservation officers
in all parts of the state and
should be "fairly accurate." The
department admitted that some
fatalities connected with fish and
field accidents may not have been
reported.
The worst accident reported in
the state last year was the drown-
ing of five Illinois fishermen
whose boat became entangled in
the tow beneath the spillway at
Kentucky Darn near Gilbertsville.
Of the 46 fatalities, 29 of them
were caused by drowning.
hman Sees America
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had brought for his
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time he reached Cum-
alt of his $25 was gone.
, he found he didn't
that much.
. Murrell, 27, met him
tion and whisked him
urrell home just across
at Ridgely, W. Va. The
't seen each other since
days of 1944.
was el aecend lieuten-
in Uncle SIim's Army.
araehuted from a crip-
7 after dropping pare-
in the vicinity of Arm-
broke his leg in the
t smack in the middle
man Panzer divisions,"
ute it. He was picked
NaZiN and hospitalized
t But he soon learned
the Dutch underground was en-
trenched firmly within its guard-
ed walls.
By the time Murlkoll was up and
about, he had been furnished
blue-prints of the hospital by
alert Dutch hospital attendants.
Through their help he and an-
other 4(merican, Sgt. Wiley
Moore of Ashville, N. C., escap-
ed through a large conduit un-
known to the Nazis that ran un-
derground from the hospital base-
ment to a power station outside
the barricaded. fence.
Two more underground work-
ers met 'hem and took them to
Davidse's home. Moore was shel-
tered next door, while Murrell
was hidden by Davidse between
the walls above the French doors
separating the living and dining
MOMS%
He remained with Davidse for
three weeks. Then he was smug-
gled back to Allied lines, al-
though it took six months to make
this transit.
Murrell saw to it that Davidse
was entertained during his stay
here. The first day Jack took the
husky Dutchman off on a com-
bination weiner roast and roller
skating party. Davidse became a
firm believer in the hot dog, but
it took him a little longer to ap-
preciate the skates.
"The floor was very hard at
first," he explained with a laugh,
rubbing the sore spot which ab-
sorbed most of the tumbles.
But it took a high school foot-
ball game - colorful bands, nat-
ty -majorettes, cheerleaders, uni-
formed players - to bring out the
comment, this is really the big,
great, wonderful United States."
The Pribilof Islands are sum-
mer breeding grounds for about
3,000,000 Alaska fur seals.
In its wild upper' reaches, Chi-
na's Yangtze river has a name
for almost ever tribe along its
beaks.
Livestock Market
Long Fed Steers. $24.00 27.00
Short Eed Steers .. 22.00 24.00
Medium Quality Butcher
Cattle  20.00
Baby Beeves  22.00
Fat Cows  15.00
Canners & Cutters   12.00
Bulls  16.00
Stock Cattle   19.00
Feeder Cattle  18.00
Milk Cows, per hd 89.00
VEALS
Fancy Weals  32.00
No. 1 Veals  31.80




235-280  • 15.69
285-350  14.50




Roughs, 350 & under 13.00
Roughs, 1355-450   12.50
Roughs, 455 & up  12.00
Pipeline News
By Harry S. Hale
22.00 Ti see a friend of a friend in
25.00 Trigg County about pipelining
17.00 some Aetna petroleum products
15.00 onto his spread. None other than
20.00 inimitable Smith Broadbent, Jr.,
22.00 of Broadbent Adapted Hybrid
21.00 Seed Corn fame, from "Corn-
156.00 villa", Cobb, Kentucky. A natural
name, eh?
Went through one of the most
utilitarian and beautiful seed
corn plants ever built, saw ger-
mination tests and other marvels
under watchful eyes of Mr.
Broadbent's Mr. Dew. If I had run
ac:ass a guy naread Rainwatet*, I
would have left posthaste in fear
of flooded roads. Did cross flood-
before turn off to Gracey, Ken-
before turn oof to Gracey, Ken-
tucky. Returned to Smith's home
on way to Princeton and House
Beautiful. Sea green (all shades
and tints apparently in one) de-
.cor graced the living room. A
beautifuh golden haired, hazed
eyed little girl and her cousin, a
snudl boy in Gene Autrey out-
fit, graced the sunroorn which is
sunken a little from the house
floor level. Most restful to the
eyes in summer one imagines to
look from bright sunlit fields to
seagreen walls, carpet, ceiling
and delicate woodwork. (A few
minutes after arrival who should
come in but beauty queen (Uni-
versity of ri ky not so Icing
ago) Mrs. ml Broadbent (nee
Mildred Holmes) and Mrs. John
H. McVey (nee Lillian Holmes)
sisters to John and Kendall
Holmes, my fraternity brothers at
hie University. We talked fot a
full hour, full of reminiscences,
jokes, and Paul Bunyan like tales
of pipelining north of the Ohio
River by yours truly.
Among numerous honors and
accomplishments, Smith is presi-
dent of Presbyterian Synod of
Kentucky, Chairman Ways and
Means Committee for Trigg
County Hospital, publicity spark-
plug for same, and many other
things we sensed, but which he
was too modest to mention. A
very, very busy man with tre-
mendous human and economic
responsibilities, the coming Mas-
ter Farmer of the generation in
these parts, was very generous
to sit with his family and humble
me and talk over Old times for
even one hour, However, he is
poised, calm, and businesslike, ap-
pareetly having not a worry in
the world. Well blessed with a
beautiful wife, twin sons now
away at school, a golden haired
little girl and a wonderful sense
of responsibility , topped with a
fine education, and a tangible
manifestation of applied horse
sense in the seed corn plant and
several thousand acres of arable
land, we predict national honors
and recognition not so far away
in time for this man and his ideal
family.
Out looking over the water
pipeline at Railroad Lake and
Mr. Pressley who lives in over a
hundred year old farmhouse there
said he was sleeping peacefully
one summer night with screen
door open. Felt something lick
his cheek and turned the other
cheek and something licked it.
Opened hie eyes and in dim dawn
light saw a bobcat standing there
smiling at him. Blew his breath
in the wildcat's face and the cat
scrammed pronto. Even his beet
friend would not tell him, eh,
Says ill has a beagle hound that
will sit up w it Ii glasses and
smoke a pipe. Wanted me to take
picture of him, but will have to
let expert photographer Ed Black-
burn do that chore. Would like
very much to have a flashlight
shot of that bobcat kissing Mr.
Pressley. It should bring a fabu-
lous price at thi, Smithsonian.
Inspected the pipeline at the
Eagles Den and gut initiated af-
ter a big argument whether they
were going to let me in or not,
Friday, January 20. At the most
serious moment, looked past Doc
Ramage and saw a stuffed wild-
cat which 'Cmazy Man" McCarthy,
the used car Marl, had hung his
hat on the tail of. Almost laughed.
Got appointed auditor of the
lodge, and will have a heckuva
time trying to keep up with line
officer "Smirky" Hart and Chap-
lain C. R. Baker. They woric so
fast and figure so quickly that
a dull witted high grade moron
like me will be putty in their
hands. Hear they are twisting the
tail of the Oklahoma Contracting
Compahy for damage done to
garage building a.,c1 let rented by
Oklahoma from the Eagles last
summer through December, out
on Dawson Road across from
Aetna Station. -Paid Adv.
LOOK WHAT 10( BUYS AT A &
Ct ts; omers'
Corner
Do you know the man-
ager of your A&P store?
If not, we suggest you get
to know him. You'll find him
friendly and helpful.
It is his job to see that your
A&P is adequately stocked
and staffed; and that you are
entirely satisfied with the
food and service you get.
What suggestions have
you that will help your
A&P manager do a better
job ... that will make
your A&P a better place

























3 LB. BAG $1"
ANN PAGE PURE
PRESERVES
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IONA CREAM STYLE NO. 2
















































29c PEANUT BUTTER Sultana
27c WHITEHOUSE MILK'
19c TREET or PREM
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I do not own a television set. I
would like very much to own a
television set, but there seem to
be certain insurmountable prob-
lems. For instance, I enjoy very
much certain phases of life as I
live it now, and I don't want to
disarrange my life completely.
The first big reason I don't own
a television set is that they are
expensive. Righ now anything
bearing a price tag of $5.95 or
over is expensive to me. So we
will not consider this phase of
television set-owning any further.
What has me stopped is how to
add a television set to a small
house without completely chang-
ing the life of the inhabitants.
Once upon a time we used to
have a radio in the living room.
This resulted in considerably less
living in the room because we are
a family of rugged individualists
when it comes to preferences in
programs. When one member of
the family took control of dial
and loudspeaker — the rest of the
family dropped its knitting, read-
Government Tax Book
On Best Seller List
"Your Federal Income Tax,"
the official guide for taxpayers
published by the Bureau of Inter-
nal Revenue, has established it-
self near the top on national
best-seller lists, according to in-
formation released this week.
Over 200,000 copies of this 138-
page tax book, which is available
from the Superintendent of Doc-
uments, Government Printing Of-
fice, at 25c a copy, were sold
during the first five weeks since
publication.
This new and improved edition
of 'Your Federal Income Tax"
covers, in a series of short arti-
cles, questions which may come
up concerning tax returns; it cov-
ers the latest laws, Bureau rul-
ings, and court decisions. Chap
ters have been added which cov
er installment sales and the jut
portant appeals procedure. Also
included are facsimiles of tax
forms and a detailed index.
ing or whatever and fled precipi-
tately to bedrooms. There we
closed doors, stuffed newspapers
in the cracks and put cotton in
the ears.









• Ladino Clover • Blue Grass
• Alfalfa • Red Top
• Timothy • Kobe
• Korean • Ky. 31 Fescue
• Alsike • Sudan Grass



















TREE TROUBLE PLAGUES HOGAN: Bets
from beneath a tree on the fifth hole in his match against
for the Los Angeles Open championship, at Los Angeles,
was unable to reach the green on the par-four hole and







 s c ofroer.
 .1
The First Fifty Years
Said To Be The Hardest
each bedroom and banished the
console to the attic. Now anyone
who wants to listen to the radio
does so in the privacy of his own
bedroom. Our living room is a
pleasant place where one may
converse without mechanical com-
petition and even read in comfort.
Obviously one can't handle the
television problem by putting a
set in each bedroom. Even if it
were financially possible, it
would be awkard. People don't go
off by themselves to look at tele-
vision. People like to look and
listen in groups. Obviously, with
neighbors dropping in to take a
look at this or that show, you
can't huddle them together in a
bedroom.
For the small house owner, the
living room is the logical place
for a television set. That elimin-
ates the room from normal usage.
In the first place, the lights will
be off in the evening. In the sec-
ond place, no one wants to con-
verse.
I don't want my living room to
hold a television set. Most of the
homes that have them now look
like a cross between a classroom
and a funeral chapel, for the
women of the house are tired of
lugging straight-backed chairs in
from othe, rooms and just let
them stay in place, waiting for
the evenings viewing session.
Finally, I don't like to sit on
the floor, and every time I've
seen television in a private home,
the host and hostess have spent
their viewing time squatted or
sprawled on the broadloom. There
never seem to be enough chairs,
even the uncomfortable ones.
Apparently this is accepted
technique, because they now have
"television coats" for women,
which are really nothing but
fancied-up smocks, and designed
to be worn with slacks. Obviously,
How To Relieve
Bronchitis
Creomulsion rel ieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed brohchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough















located on West Market Street, formerly known as Burton's Cafe,
is open daily and Sunday from 5:30 a. m. to 8 p. m. for your con-
venience. ,
WE FEATURE THE FINEST IN FOODS
We cordially invite all our old and new friends to visit us.
Blane's Cafe
L. C. BLANE, Owner
111....1.1.•110....M.01111 411104.111 1•••,14•1•0 
Pipeline News
By Harry S. Hale
M. T. Stewart announces the
affiliation of Harry S. Hale with
the Aetna Oil Company, located
on the Dawson Road.
Harry worked for Cklahoma
Contracting Company on 26 inch
gas pipeline through West Ken-
tucky past summer and fall, and
has been laboring on gas pipeline
in Ohio for Midwestern Construc-
tors and Associated Contractors,
and at Richmond, Kentucky, for
Anderson Brothers on a 30 inch
pipeline. There he helped dig a
small tunnel under a highway,
with cars and trucks passing over-
head.
In Ohio, he was standing at the
door of an office, and Carl "Eager
Beaver" Stanley walked u p ,to
him and rapped twice with his
knuckles on a miner's hard hat
Harry had on, and said, we want
you to dig ,tunnel for us, which
he did. From there he went to
Wilmington, Ohio, and worked for
Jess Gray for Associated Contrar
tors, as oiler on pipe cleaning
machine, and rained out January
10, coming home then.
Associated has 10 miles more of
rocky land to be pipelined near
Dayton, Ohio; Britton Company
is starting a line in Kentucky
south of Cincinnati; William
Brothers is working at Bedford,
Kentucky; Eastern Construction
Company is supposed to kick off
at Clarksville, Tennessee, about
February 15;. a spread started at
Bossier C it y, Louisana, second
week in January, where many
former Oklahoma Contracting
hands have gone.
L. A. "Bull Stewart and wife
and child are in their beautiful
trailer mansion at North Jeffer-
son and Green Streets. He was as-
sistant superintendent for Okla-
hotna Contracting Company here
and claims to be a cousin of M.
T. Stewart and of Harry Hale's
wife, Inez.
It is rumored that the one hun-
dred mile gas pipeline through
Western Kentucky m a y be
"looped", or have another pipe-
line laid next to it thus doubling
it in many sections, practically
doubling the capacity of the line.
Affirmations and denials have
been heard, and like the Greeks
at Troy r we are awaiting some-
thing direct from the feed box
or out of the horses mouth. That
is, Troy in North Africa, which
was very much in question dur-
ing a war, not Troy Creekmur,
Mr. Stewart's best man besides
Bud l McPherson, Aetna Service
Station attendant.
If this gas pipeline were doub-
led it would be a boon to Prince-
women who spend- the evening
sitting on floors are advised to do
it wearing slacks. I don't look so
good in slacks.
Finally, I don't want to do all
my eating from sectioned-off
plates balanced on my knee while
I'm watching some circa-1920
movie. They are building little
tables, lower even than coffee
tables designed to hold ash-trays.
cups and other accoutrements
for the floor-sitting television
watcher.
This is not the way I want to
spend my spare time. I'm getting
along just fine without all this.
I can just envisage the day, not
too far away, when they are go-
ing to remodel living rooms so
that they will contain no furni-
ture, except these assortment of
pillows.
sort of hope I can stave off
the day of buying a television set
until I also can afford to have a
small, special theatre-type addi-
tion built onto the house. There I
will also install vending machines





lit W. Market St.
Thursday, Jcinu,::‘,
By Cynthia Lowry
This is the time of the year I
get all upset arui bewildered,
Currently I'm trying to convert
from my out-mode(' 1949 appear-
ance to the new 1950, girl-of-the-
I alf-century louk
This confusion, I suppose, ap-
plies to all us women who try to
be figures of fashion and who
would rather face a firing squad
than look like something drag-
ged up from last year.
What's giving me trouble now
is my figure. Also my face and
my hair, but first things first,
I say, so let's consult the author-
ities and find out just where I
have to reupholster, excise and
xercise.
The fashion magazines say —
but most of the photographs don't
back it up — that, the head-up,
the-wdrld-istraight-in-the-.
eye appearance died with the
half-century. What it has been
re4ced with is described as the
urMaggerated bosom, the con-
cave middle and the apparently
hang leg. This is a pleasant way
of announcing that where we had
squared our shoulders and stood
up straight, we will now assume
ton merchants, as contractor's of-
fice more than likely would be
located here part or most of the
time, with resultant $40,000.00 to
$50,000.00 weekly payrolls and
much more hardware, welding
rod, fencing, posts, groceries,
clothing, and other supplies being
bought locally, every day, as was
done by Oklahoma Contracting
Company here for five months,
August through December, 1949.
Wishful thinking, but we would
know better how to handle it on
a repeat basis, would we not,
folks?
a revised version of the debut-
ante's slouch. Our chests will be
hollow, our stomachs bumpy and
unflat and our hips will be in
the position of a man addressing
a golf ball.
At first I thought this would
be a simple matter of relaxing
and retaining muscles. But that's
not true. The fashion experts say
that it involves new corsets, new
diet and massage.
I quote the admonition, stern
and uncompromising, of one; "If
You weren't born with this fig-
ure, you can achieve it: the
same figure that might have
been successfully squeezed at the
waistline and freed to curve at
the hips, last year, can be taught
to conform to the new line."
So, it looks as if we'd have to
go along. We gotta look thin
chested, sophisticated and leng-
thy of limb, and for many of us





than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchY,
nervous and lack of pep feel-
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
RRINCETON, KY.
That's the worst of the ii:.111‘43^
figure news, but not all of it.
Let's go to make-up. Something
heralded as exciting as lipstick
in the 1920's is coming in for the
future. That's look described as
"doe-eyed" and frankly phony.
The idea is to look as unnatural
as possible in the face, aided by
a lavish eye-brow pencil. Eyes
will no longer look 'human, but
animal, turned up at the out-
side corners. Lips will be bee-
stung, but not simple. This year
we will use two tones of lipstick
to get all the innuendos into
that.
Beauty patches are back, and
anything else you can paste or
or apply to the visage to give
people the iinpreenion that it,
isn't really YOU we're looking
at. With my new corset, my diet,
two tones of lipstick and heavy
make-up I'm already feeling un-
happy.
All my friends who went along
early with the
hair situation seen'
In the a wkard stages of
ing it. But the experts
short hair Is here for 1.
year hath wrought Is the
ever, from the 190
That, it turns out
vere and ugly. Wt1,1 :
year hath wroght i 11
crown," although
sides can be as
yore.
Well, that about sue
situation figure-w is e
some man who says ,
can predict events fron.
women's fashions at ,
Looking into my
during the time I
massage table, I'd
upcoming fashionable
figure bodies ill for
tory this year.
In ancient Rome, the a





















































Vinson aFRIDAY and SATUR AY ARE COUP DAYS
AT i• THE FEDERATED - STO
Clip These Coupons -Bring With You - and Share in These Great Values.
COUPON
80 Square Print



























51 gauge in 15 and 20 denier
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Ladies' and Misses'
Rayon Panties
Hollywood and Rand Leg
Styles
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• APSBURG PRINCE, BRIDE: Archduke Charles of Hapsburg, 31,
and Princess Yolande, 26, of Belgium, leave a chapel at Beloeil
Castel in southern Belgium after their marriage before members of
many of Europe's noble houses. The bridegroom is the son of the
late Emperor Charles of Austria and his empress, Zita. The bride
is the daughter of Prince Eugene de Ligne, Belgium's ambassador
to India, and Princess Phillipe de Noailles. The couple, who were
childhood sweethearts were married by Roman Catholic priest in
a specially constructed chapel. (AP Wirehopho via radio from
Paris)
Coleman.
Devotional was presented by
Mrs. Russell Yates with Mrs.
Sarah Conway and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher presenting the major pro-
ject, "Hanging and Placing Pic-
tures."
Refreshments were served to
Mrs. Floyd Jones, Mrs. Cecil
Brasher, Mrs. Charles Wilson,
Mrs. T. A. Vinson, Mrs. J. J. Rog-
ers, Mrs. Sarah Conway, Mrs.
Opq3 Rice, Mrs. W. Gillahan,
Mrs. Neil Hunley, Mrs. Herman
Brenda and daughter, Phillis,
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. Russell
Yates, Mrs. Russell. Melton, Mrs.
Byrd Guess. Mrs. Walton Wood-
all and daughter, Sandra, and
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
agent.
Eddyville Road
The Eddyville Road Homemak-
ers met at the home of Mesdames
. Woodall Insurance Agency
Phone 2441
Established 1907
"Not For A Day But For Ail Time"
aring the way the shirred panels add inches to
r height! Magic, too, the styling of this charming
'nt — so right for wear now and into Spring. Sizes
to 20, in fine rayon crepe, black, navy, aqua back-
und.
ante Brief Sizes styled by Morrie,* are Jellgsted especially
the Miss 5' 4- or soder, all the style originality so often
in major alterations, is retained for yore.
741#d eibiaIVall
Drew and Charles Hubbard Jan-
uary 13.
Mrs. J. M. Tichenor, president,
presided.
Mrs. Denny Cash read Psalm
23 for devotional. Mrs. Loyd
Beck, reading chairman, gave a
talk on selecting reading mater-
ial. Mrs. Alvin Lisanby present-
ed the minor project on "Good
Grooming." Mrs. L. C. Lisman
and Mrs. Charles Hubbard gave
the major project, "Placing and
Grouping of Pictures on Wall."
Mrs. Conway Lacy led the rec-
reation program. Visitors were
Miss Wilma Vandiver and Little
Miss Barbara Lisanby.
Members present were Mrs. W.
H. Beck, Mrs. Loyd Beck, Mrs.
Denny Cash, Mrs. J. W. Hollings-
worth, Mrs. Drew Hubbard, Mrs.
Charles Hubbard, Mrs. K. P. Hob-
good, Mrs. G. W. Griffin, Mrs.
Urey Lamb, Mrs. L. C. Lisman,
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Gor-
don Lisanby, Mrs. Conway Lacy
and Mrs. J. M. Tichenor.
Lakewood
Mrs. Cook Oliver presented the
major project, "Placing, Hanging
and Grouping Of Pictures," at a
meeting of Lakewood Homemak-
ers at her home January 12.
Thought for the month was giv-
en by Mrs. Robert Morris with
Mrs. R. V. Hopper presenting a
lesson on landscaping. The club's
regular officers were in charge
of the meeting.
Misses Wilma Vandiver, Iva and
Refreshments were served to
Chloe Sharp and Jean Harris and
Mesdames R. V. Hopper, Fred
Watson, G. H. Sharp, Seldon
Pruitt, Robert Morris, Luther
Sell, Mae Harris, Fred Stewart
and Cook Oliver.
Next meeting of the organiza-
tion will be held at 7 p. m.
Thursday, February 9, at the
home of Mrs. Homer McCaslin.
Dawsori Road
Dawson Road Homemakers
met Thursday, Dec. 19, at 1:30
p.m., at the home of Mrs. Frank
Sisk.
The meeting was opened with
scripture reading and the thought The mistletoe was worshipped
for the month was given by Mrs. by the druids in Britain.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Dawson Road
Miss Lola Veal and Mrs. Met.
tie Morris visited Mrs. Hester
Powell an d Mrs. Ida Franklin
Monday.
Mr. W. H. Franklin was in town
Monday.
Mrs. Ida Franklin, Mrs. Lena
Sheble and son and ,Mrs. Hester
Powell were in town Monday on
business.
Mrs. Oleta Fletcher has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. R. C.
Chambers.
Mr. Jess Blaylock was in this
community Monday.
Mr. Kax Poe was in town Sat-
urday.
Mrs. Odell Hooper visited Mr.
Dick Boyd Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Slayton
attended church in Princeton
Sunday.
Mr. Fred Barnes was in town
one day last week.
Mr. Cliff Hudgeons was in town
Monday.
STOWAWAY HONEYMOON
Copenhagen — (AP) — How
would you like to spend six
months of your honeymoon lock-
ed up in a cabin as a stowaway?
That's how a 23-year old Danish
girl spent it. She just returned to
Denmark after having visited —
but not seen — the Panama Can-
al, Puerto Rico and Chile togeth-
er with her husband, a greaser
aboard a Danish freighter.
None of the officers aboard
know anything about the romance
sheltered by their ship, and will
never know, if the sailor and his
wife can keep their identity a
sec:et. Six months ago the new'y
wed woman visiicd her bast and
ithoar.I the ship at Frederikshs-
yen en the east coast of Jutland.
She overslept and did not wake
up until the ship was at sea.
Soon the whole crew knew
about the stowaway. They fed
her and she darned their socks.
— —
Fred Nichols, Jr. The business
session was led by the president,
Mrs. K. T. Vick. Each member
anwered the roll call with a New
Year's resolution.
Mrs. Roy Ward gave the minor
lesson on "Good Grooming," and
the major lesson on grouping
pictures was given by Mrs. Bill
Palmer and Mrs. Marvin Stallins.
Three new members added this
month were Mesdames H. G. H.
Hatter, W. B. Rogers and Charlie
Tandy. Other members present
were Mesdames K. T. Vick, Roy
Ward, Clyde Clayton, Jack Nich-
ols, Ed Darnell, Bill Palmer, Mar-
vin Stallins, Fred Nichols, 'Jr., R.
G. McClelland and Frank Sisk.
Visitors were Mesdames Leslie
Goodaker, Irvine Parrent and
Miss Wilma Vandiver.
The next meeting will be held
at 1:30 p. m. February 16, at the
home of Mrs. Marvin Stallins.
Crider
"It may be an attractive dress
or the sparkle in your eyes or
the color of your hair that first
attracts strangers", said Mrs.
Ralph Griffin when she gave the
"good grooming" lesson to Crider
Homemakers January 18 at their
regular meeting at the home of
Mrs. Hugh Yates.
Mrs. Yates gave an interesting
lesson on the hanging of pictures.
Present were Miss Nell Guess
and Mesdames Clifton Clift,
Ralph Griffin, A. D. McElroy, J.
C. Myers, Argel Nelson, Frank
Wilson and Hugh Yates.
Visitors were Mrs. Wilson
Glenn, Miss Sue Lynn Wilson and
Miss Wilma Vandiver.
The Newest In Electric Cooking
ELECTRIC RANGE
ROLL OF HONOR - Shown
above inspecting the list of Ken-
..ucky'a nearly 10,000 World War
I dead are Prof. Ezra L. Mils.
,ft, and Prof. J. S. Horine, of the
...,,,iversity of Kentucky. Prof.
Quits complied the names of all
Fredonia
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Dunning
and family of Princeton were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
Ruth Dunning.
Mr. C. A. Walker has returned
home from Walker's Memorial
Baptist hospital in Evansville
where he was a patient for sev-
eral days.
Mrs. J. M. McCormick left Sun-
day for her _home in Jackson,
Miss., after visiting her daugh-
ter, Mrs. John F. Rice, and Mr.
Rice.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Boisture have
moved to the house recently va-
cated by Mrs. Rebecca Rogers.
Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker and chil-
dren, Molly and Paul, Princeton,
spent Friday with her mother,
Mrs. Florence Parr.
Mrs. Clifford White returned
to her home in Gary, Ind., Tues-
day, after spending a few days
here with relatives.
Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke, Calvert
City, was the guest of her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Paducah, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Henson.
Cpl. Frank Harmon left Satur-
day for Trenton, N. J., from
where he will sail for Wetzler,
Germany. He spent the last
month with his parents, Mr. and
lars. Ed Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hughes
and son, Princeton, spent Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Hughes.
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Miss Doro-
thy Parr, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett
and Billy Sam Young attended a
meeting of Sunday School teach-
ers at the home of Mrs. John Ab-
nett in Marion Monday night.
7e the Jordonairres, All-Gospel
quartet of Nashville, Tenn., have
cancelled the date of Jan. 26th
program to be presented at the
Legion Hall, until a later date,
which will be announced. This
program is sponsored by the
American Legion Auxiliary.
Miss Charlotte Hurst, Marion,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Baker Wednesday and
Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Florence Parr, who has
been quite ill; is somewhat im-
proved.
Phyllis Rogers is ill with scar-
let fever at the home of her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Rogers.
Prof. and Mrs. Guy Nichols,
Mrs. Dave Perkins, Mrs. Euclid
Quertermous and Mr. Herman
Brenda of the school faculty,
Mrs. Floyd Jones and Mrs. V. E.
Coleman, representing the P. T.
A., attended a First District Edu-
Tobacco Growers To
I Meet At Convention
The principal program for
farmers at the annual Farm and
Home Convention at Lexington
on Friday, the last day, will be
devoted to tobacco production.
New and improved kinds to
grow, use of fertilizers to step up
yields and improve quality, con-
trol of insects and diseases, cur-
ing, grading and other factors in
producing better leaf will be dis-
cussed.
Among speakers will be W. D.
Valleau, Russell Hunt, . 11. H.
de,welL§tepligp_Prtrit-=-Chiri,,•""
les E. Bortner ,
all of the Experiment Station„at
Lexington.
PHANTOM BURGLAR SOUGHT
Ottwa, Ill. — (AP) — Police
Chief Walter M. Keim is looking
for a "phantom bandit" who
leaves no marks to show how he
enters or leaves the scene of his
burglary jobs.
'the American Legion hall first
was burglarized of $350. Then a
few weeks later members of the
Knight of Columbus lodge re-
ported they had the same sum
stolen. The "phantom's " return
try at the Legion ball was less
rewarding because little money
was left in the building.
Chief Keim has a theory the
burear hides in the building un-
til after the club rooms are closed
Kentuckians who died in the re-
cent world conflict and Prof.
brine lettered the names on 24
huge plaques, each of which will
occupy a permanent wall panel in
the University's new Memorial
Coliseum.
cational meeting in Murray Sat-
urday.
The Missionary Society of the
First Presbyterian church met
with Mrs. W. M. Young Friday
afternoon. During the social per-
iod, refreshments were served
to Mrs. John Abnett, Marion,
Miss Imogene Wigginton, Mrs.
Cecil Brasher, Mrs. Kelly Landes
and the hostess.
Mr. and Mr. Elcy Andrews and
son, John, Nashville, Tenn., were
guests of Mrs. T. R. Akridge
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. J. E. Hillyard and Mrs.
Isaac Butler attended funeral
services for Mr. Walter Wheeler
in Marion Baptist church, Mar-
ion, last Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker,
Princeton, visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Walker, Sunday
afternoon.
VIVErs. Paul West and daughter,
Kay, Mrs. Ray Blackburn and
Mrs. Lawrence Harper visited
Mrs. Arthur Wigginton Monday
afternoon.
GLOOMY VIEW OF 17. N.
London — (AP) — A British
architect thinks the new United
Nations secretariat building ris-
ing in New York looks like "a gi-
gantic tombstone."
Said A. Trystan Edwards, writ-
ing in the magazine "Building"
. . . -'it promises to be, for its
size, the bleakest and most unin-
teresting building in the \World.
Shaped like a tombstone, if war
should come, it will indeed mark
the graee of all our hopes." Ed-
wards' views are based on photo-
graphs and drawings. He has not
seen the tructure.
DOG NURSES PIG, KITTEN
Monmouth, Ill. (AP) — Por-
ky, the pig; Babe, the kitten, and
Patsy, the Collie dog, are a hap-
py family on the Leroy Carlson
farm near here.
Patsy adopted Babe and Porky
as her own. She lets them nurse
whenever they are hungry. The
ten-week old Duroc-Chester pig
was added to the family circle
when it refused to take milk from
a bottle.
Dealers report that more
Christmas tree lights were sold
in 1949 than ever before.
Page Sevent
News From The Past
News representing It. es, hopes, dreams amoitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Wee1CLeader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the Princeton re-
porters. shortbi after the turn of the century, wrote them.
July 31, 1928. Mr. and Mrs. Lu- it to Thos. Woodruff and family.
chin Greer and daughter, Miss
Mildred, are here for a visit to
the family of Herndon Greer.
They are enroute home to Dixon
after a few days' stay at Paducah.
August 2, 1928. Mr. and Mrs.
F. K. Wylie attended the home-
coming service of Ogden Memor-
ial Church here Sunday, return-
ing to Madisonville that night.
• • •
August 2, 1928. Miss MPry
Grace Akin has returned from a
visit to her aunt, Mrs. E. S. Mel-
ton in Hopkinsville.
• • •
August 7, 1928. Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Goodaker and Mrs. John
Herron have returned from a
pleasant motor trip in Mr. Good-
aker's new car to Toledo, 0., De-
troit, Niagara Falls and Canada.
• • •
August 7, 1928. Prof. and Mrs.
Howton, baby daughter and 0.
M. Shultz, Jr., motored to Evans-
ville today. Gene Dawson, who
spent yesterday visiting at the
home of his uncle, Will Dawson,
accompanied them as far at Mt.
Vernon, his home.
• • •
August 7, 1928. Rev. Albert
Nichols, of Jersey City, N. J., will
arrive in the city today for a vis-
Leslie S. Ladd, Jr., Is only four
years old but he knows his B vita-
mins and minerals and knows
that he, his mother and his grand-
father get these valuable dietary
supplements through HADACOL.
e "Mamma, we haven't taken our
HADACOL," says Leslie when
his mother has forgotten. Mrs.
Ladd, who lives at 34 Cleveland
Avenue, Nashville, Tenn., ex-
plained that her folk will always
be a HADACOL family, not only
because of little Leslie's remind-
er, but because of the wonders
that HADACOL has done in re-
lieving her of gastric disturb-
ances:, creating an appetite and
bringing back color to little Les-
lie's palid cheeeks and in helping
her father overcome the rheu-
matic pains of neuritis.
.„ Mrs. Ladd and Leslie, Jr. '
9 have taken 10 bottles of
HADACOL," said Mrs. Ladd. "I
have been run down since my
oldest son was born. I am 23 years
old. I have had very little appe-
tite and had weak spells every
morning. I would almost faint,
and, thanks to HADACOL, they
are gone for good and I stay hun-
gry all the time.
My four year old son had little
appetite and his cheeks were
pale. He now takes HADACOL
and when I forget it he says,
'Mama we haven't taken our
HADACOL.' His cheeks are rosy
and he has a wonderful ap-
petite. I also had headaches and
• • •
August 10, 1928. Mrs. R. W.
Lisanby entertained the members
of her bridge club last Thursday
afternoon at her home on North
Jefferson street. Two tables of
bridge were engaged during the
afternoon. The high score prize
was won by Mrs. Bert Keeney.
• • •
Guests were: Mrs. A. S. Neel,
Mrs. E. L. McLin, Mrs. Frank
Morgan, Mrs. Bert Keeney, Mrs.
Ray Baker, Mrs. McCann, Mrs.
Niles Jackson and Mrs. W. L.
Cash.
• • •
August 14, 1928. Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. Hubbard and sons, Allen
Brooks and George Baker, have
returned from a pleasant trip to
Louisville, Frankfort and Lex-
ington. While in the latter city,
Allan Brooks made preliminary
plans for matriculating at Ken-
tucky University, commencing
September 13.
It is estimated that American
shipping has spent $6,000,000 on
radar equipment since the end of
the war as an aid to navagation.
The Whitney Reservior on the
Brazos river in Texas will flood
more than 60 old Indian habita-
tion sites.
gastric disturbances. They are
now gone. My father now takes
HADACOL for rheumatic pains
of neuritis. He is much better
now."
There are countless thousands
of HADACOL families in the
country where all or most of the
members of the family take
HADACOL to get well and then
more HADACOL to help stay
welL
The folks in the Ladd family
were suffering from a deficiency
of B vitamins and certain min-
erals, which HADACOL contains.
A lack of only a small amount
of the B Vitamins and certain
Minerals will cause digestive dis-
turbances . . Your food will not
agree with you . . . You will
have an upset stomach . . . You
will suffer from heartburns, gas
pains, and your food will sour on
your stomach, and you will not
be able to eat the things you like
for fear of being in misery after-
wards. Many people also suffer
from constipation. And while
these symptoms may be the re-
sults of other causes, they are
surely and certainly the symp-
toms and signs of the lack of the
B Vitamins and Minerals which
HADACOL contains. And if you
suffer from such a disorder, there
is no known cure except the ad-
ministration of the Vitamins and
the Minerals which your system
lacks.
HADACOL contains not only
one, tut 5 of the B Vitamins.
HADACOL contains not only one,
but 4 of the necessary Minerals.
It comes to you in liquid form,
easily assimilated in the blood
stream so that it can go to work
right away.
It is easy to understand, there-
fore, why countless thousands
have already been benefited by
this amazing tonic, HADACOL.
So, it matters not who you are
... it matters not where you live
. . . or if you have tried all the
medicines under the sun, give
this wonderful preparation a
trial. Don't go on suffering! Don't
continue to lead a miserable life.
Many persons who have suffered
and waited for 10 to 20 years or
even longer, are able now to live
happy, comfortable lives again
because HADACOL supplied the
Vitamins and Minerals which
their systems needed. Be fair to
yourself. Give HADACOL a trial.
Demand the genuine HADACOL.
Accept no substitutes.
You have never seen such bargains as in these
sales of Topcoats and Suits.
TOP COATS
$40.00 - $45.00 values a $32.00
SUITS
$35.00 - $40.00 - $45.00 values at' $29
WOOL SHIRTS
$7.00 value at  $5.50
HATS $10.00 value at   $6.50
WOOD BROS.
"Dad 'n Lad Store"
*O.
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Deaths & Funerals
Mrs. Mollie Williamson
Funeral services for Mts. Mol-
lie Williamson, a former resident
of the Crider community, who
died at her home in Palatine,
Ill., near Chicago, January 24,
were conducted at Brown's Fun-
eral Home Wednesday, Jan. 25,
at 1;30 p. m., by the Rev. Rodolph
Lane.
Survivors are four daughters.
Her husband, Robert Williamson,
preceded her in death 38 years
ago.
Burial was in White Sulphur
cemetery.
Henry H. Crawford
Funeral services for Henry H.
Crawford, Chicago, Ill., were con-
ducted Friday, Jan. 20, at 2 p. m.,
at Midway Baptist Church by the
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, pastor.
Mr. Crawford died Monday,
Jan. 16, at 11 p. m., in a Chicago
hospital from bronchial pneumo-
nia attributed to paralysis of the
nerves.
A native of Springfield, Tenn.,1
Mr. Crawford came to Caldwell
county in 1812, and lived in the
Otter Pond section until 1932. He
was a member of the Baptist
Church and Clinton Lodge No. 82,
F. and A. M., and was interested
in civic activities of the commun-
ity.
Survivors are a son, Joseph R.







You'll find the answers to
'Who sells it?" "Where are
they located?" and to many
other questions in the NEW








(Continued Dom !'age One)
Shirley Paris and Sue Wadling-
ton.
Seventh Grade; Louise Cor-
ley, Wan d a DeBoe, Charles
Elder, Gertrude Edrington, Janet
French, Wanda French, Nor ma
George, Betty Holt, Sue Holt,
Wanda Sue Hopkins, William
Hopper, John Hunt, Jimmy Mc-
Connell, Gerald Oldham, Donna
P'Pool, I,ula Parrent, Shirley
Starnes and Robert Wilson.
Kiwanians Hear Summary
Of Club's Activities
George Eldred, secretary of the
Princeton kiwanis Club, gave is
summary of the organization's ac-
tivities for the past several years
at the club's regular weekly
dinner meeting Wednesday at the
Princeton Hotel.
Joey and Tommie, of Chicago. Mr.
Crawford married Mrs. Mary
Lou Keeney August 22, 1949, and
I they resided in Chicago where hehad been a postal employee the
last 18 years. He had been em-
ployed by the U. S. Postal Serivce
31 years. At the time of his death
he was employed as first assistant
supervisor in the Chicago post-
office. Other survivors are two
brothers, William, Caldwell coun-
ty, and Clyde, Tampa, Fla.; and
a step-mother, Mrs. Lexie Craw-
ford, Princeton.
Memorial music was sung by
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Wood,
Mrs. W. 0. Towery and the Rev.
Joe Callendar. Masonic rites were
held at the grave at Millwood
cemetery, and pallbearers were
members of the Masonic lodge.
John A. Miles
Funeral services for John Al-
bert Miles, farmer, and a resident
of the Pleasant Grove communi-
ty, who died Thursday, Jan. 19,
at Princeton Hospital, were con-
ducted at. Rogers Cemetery Fri-
day, Jan. 20, at 3 p. m. by the
Rev. H. G. H. Hatler.
Born in Logan county, Mr.
Miles observed his 75th birthday
June 16. He is survived by his
wife and several children.
Burial was in the church cem-
etery.
Card Of Thanks
We wish to express our sincere
gratitude to friends who so kind-
ly carried us in their hearts in
the recent, death of our loved
one, h. H. Crawlbrd. We especial-
ly thank the Rev. 0. G. Priddy
for his words of condolence, G.
Homer Brown for kind services,
-members of the Ma,senic Frater-
nity Clinton Lodge No.42, those
who rendered the sweet memor-
ial muSic, donors of the beauti-
ful floral tokens and anyone who
rendered an act of kindness.
These thoughts will ever linger
in the hearts of his loved ones.
The family of R. R. Crawford
Princetonian In Five
Way Crash Near Murray
Murray — A baby was killed
and nine persons injured, includ-
ing a Princetonian, at Eggners
Ferry Bridge last Thursday in a
five-way crash involving two
trucks and three automobiles.
State police said the sleet-cov-
ered road surface contributed to
the multiple collision.
'Injured fatally was Linda Gale
Tilton, 18-month-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tilton,
Hopkinsville. The parents were
injured, but not seriously.
State police said the following
additional persons were hurt,
none seriously.
Claude Anderson, 26, Princeton;
Edward Dailey, 28, Louisville;
Paul Carnell, 42, superintendent
of the Internatiunal Shoe Com-
pany, Hopkinsville; Ernest Peel,
Paucah; Edward Ledford, Jr., 28,
of Indiana (hometown unavail-
able), and Mr. and Mrs. Delmar
Shipley, address unavailable.
The State officers said auto-
mobiles driven by Anderson and
Peel skidded on th sleet-covered
bridge across Kentucky Lake,
then collided.
The Tiltoi: automobile, alscr
sliding on the slippery surface,
crashed into the Anderson car,
police said. Two trucks, traveling
behind Tilton' s car, crashed into
the other three vehicles. ,
The Tilton baby, taken to a
Murray hospital, died about 3
hours after the accident.
Ray Mason, Victim Of
Heart Attack, Report
Of Coroner States
Ray M aso n, 52, Dawson
Springs, who was found in his
parked car near the Tradewater
River bridge just inside Caldwell
county Tuesday, Jan. 17, died of
a heart attack, according to a de-
cision of Caldwell County Coro-
ner Clyde Spickard.
Mason, who had been operating
the Block House on Laffoon Trail
about one and one-half miles
west of Madisonville until the last
few days, was found in tile car
by Billy Ray Morris of Dawson
Springs.
Funeral services for Mason
were held last Thursday after-
noon at 2 p. m. in the Clark,
Beshear and Clark Funeral Home,
the Rev. Leslie Bowers, pastor
of the First Christian Church,
Dawson Springs, officiating. Bur-
ial was in Rosedale Cemetery.
Mason is survived by one sis-
ter, Mrs. Ola Beard, Louisville,
several nieces and nephews.
Butler Band To Give
Concert January 28
Butler High school band wil
give a concert at the school audi
torium Saturday night, Jan. 28
beginning at 8:15 p. m., it is an-
nounced. The public is cordial]
invited. No admission will b
charged.
Red Front Offers
LOVING CUP TEA 
26( 
MOLASSES, Genuine New Orleans
l/ lb. pkg.  Rockland 1 lb. 
PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest
large 30 oz. can 
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
4 101/2 oz. cans 
SARDINES, Sclect
15 oz. can 2 for 
SALMON, Derby Brand
1 lb. can 
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River 11 1 A
LL2gNo. 2 can 
PEAS, Handy, standard, good
quality, 19 OZ. can  
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
29 oz. can 
SALT MACKEREL, fresh
14 oz. average each 
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson's
46 oz. can 
GREENS, Mustard or Turnip,
Nancy Lee, No. 2 can 
OCEAN FISH, H & G Whiting
1 lb. 
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
25 lb. bag 
CORN, Can-D-Lite, Wit. Cr. Style
Co. Gent., Ex. Stand., 20 oz. oan
HONEY GRAHAM CRACKERS,
Sunshine I lb. pkg. 
71 STARCH, Brisk, Johnson's/ pint bottle 
29( VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
large 25 oz. can 29( SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar  
31( IRISH POTATOES, Nancy Lee. 
2 can 
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
No. 2 jar 
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown's Valley
IU No. 2 can 
19( CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
tall can 
SAUER KRAUT, Lang's35(
23( HOMINY, Alice BrandNo. 2]•2 can 
jfl 
1 0( 
GREENS, Kale, Nancy Lee
No. 2 can 15( FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole fey.
No. 21/2 can $153 SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist














3 2W (tax Inc.) Ky. only  Si 65A 
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands, carton
30( 
KRISPV CRACKERS, Sunshine 
 25(
Fresh Fruits and Product.,..,„,„,
SWEET POTATOES, Red Porto Rican ffl
lb.  lut
OYSTERS, standards LApint  69(
YELLOW ONIONS
5 lb. mesh bag 
10 lbs. 
('ABBA(E, New Texas 
45f
COBBLER POTATOES





READY TO EAT PICNICS, 4 to 6 lb. erage  lb. 35c
Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
THEIPITtlkirrir TriVADEW, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
March Of Dimes Drive
Gets Under W.ay Here
Contributions to the March of
Dimes campaign, which is now
under way here under the joint
sponsorship of the Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce and the Bete
Sigma Phi Sorority, totalled ap-
proximately $150 Wednesday,
Murray Sell, Jaycee president,
announced. The quota for this
county is $1.500.
In an effort to raise sufficient
funds to meet the quota, a bene-
fit square dance will be held
Monday, January 30, at the
Princeton Country Club under
the sponsorship of the sorority.
Tickets for dance are now on
sale and may be obtained from
any member of the sorority. The
dance is open to the public.
FREDONIA 71, SALEM 51
Fredonie — The Fredonia Yel-
low Jackets rolled over Salem by
a one-sided, 71-51 score here
Tuesday night. Fredonia broke
first and was never headed.
Dean Akridge pitched in 16
points for Fredonia, but Salem's
Maxfield garnered 20 points.
Score by quarters:
Fredonia 18 '40 54 71
Salem 14 25 3() 51
Lineups:
Fredonia (71)
Forwards: Vinson 14, Walker
9, G. Rogers 2, Sigler 4.
Centers: Akridge 16, Jones.
Guards: Riley 8, Wigginton 18,
Faught, D. Rogers.
Salem (51)
Forwards: Maxfield 26, Parker
3, Hensley 1.
Center; Levan 18.
Guards: Stubblefield 4, Grimes
5, Wring.
ATTENDS CONVENTION
Miss Elizabeth Gray has return-
ed from Washington, D. C., where
she attended the annual conven-
tion of the National Agricultural
Limestone Association, held at




Church will be host to Presbyter-
ian young people of the Prince-
ton Presbytery of ,Kentucky
Synod here Sunday, January 29,
beginning at 1:30 p. in., it is an-
nounced by the Rev. Harvey Tel-
lent, pastor. A Princeton and
Marion quartet will each parti-
cipate in the program, and a
sound motion picture, "That Boy
Joe", will be shown by the local
church. The public is invited, and
the church membership is urged
to be present at Sunday School
and the morning services. Re-
freshments will be served at the
Masonic Hall immediately after
morning services.
ALFALFA SEED BOOMS
Davis, Calif. — (AP) — There's
a booming little business in Cali-
fornia, growing alfalfa seeds for
other parts of the U. S. A. Two
kinds of alfalfa are involved —
Ranger and Buffalo. Neither
grows as good hay here as native
alfalfa. But the production of
seeds of these varieties for the
north-central and northeastern
United States has doubled in the
past year.
Recent discoveriele indicate the
blood is full of small clots which
are normally absorbed but which
may cause a serious condition if,
they are not.
The U. S. Department a Agri-
culture has developed a frozen
orange-lemon puree useful for
pies, cakes and sherbets.









FOR SALE—For clean, used cars
and trucks, see Randolph




and Electrlial Supplies, visit
Stain= and Kennedy FAectric
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 re 238a. Work guaranteed,
tic
WALLPAPER SALE: One-half
price on wallpaper of over 300
patterns to choose from. Joiner
Hardware Company, home of












FOR expert paint and body re-
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
Foi d Sales mid Service. itc
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Cruiser control, shift to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 741 h. p. with
shift. Williams Texaco Set-vice
StationPlum and Main St.
Phone 2445. tic
AGENTS: New Amazing Scotch-
lite Name Plate for top Rural
Mail Boxes that shines at nite.
Quick Sales—Big Profits! We
deliver. Illuminated Sign Co.,
3004-First Ave. So., Minnea-
polis, Minn. 29-3tc
NOTICE: We invite all our
friends and customers to visit
us at the Henrietta Ba r ber
Shop. John Ferguson, Andy
Orange and Herman Brown.
28-3tp








ad four miles t
on Dawson SI,
Can be seen at
Cruce.
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for city property, got







ing 200-acre fairn to
person. Dial 2887.
Hunters are blamed




"GONE WITH THE WIND"
- - - and it is coming to your
Capitol Theatre Feb. 12-13-14
'
vine 78
























speasered by 'The Co
Louisville Times
January Four Star
SINCE WHEN HAVE YOU SEEN SUCH SAVINGSPENNEY'S WILL NOT CARRY-OVER ONE THIN DIME'S WORTH OF WINTER MDSE. CHECK THESE PRICES AND BE HERE TO-
ORROW FOR YOUR SHARE OF THESE GIVE-AWAY BARGAINS WHILE THERE IS STILL LOTS OF COLD WEATHER TO USE
















All Sizes and Colors
YOUR CHOICE $13
Men's Outing Pajamas . $2.44
Men's Corduroy Pants 3.88
Men's All Wool Shirts &
Jackets  3.88
Men's 12-lb. Unions  1.44
Men's Wool Sport Shirts .  4.77













Boys' Corduroy Knickers . . 2.77
Boys' Jean Boots  3.77
Boys' Whipcord Jimmies .  1.77
Boys' Western Suits  4.77
Men's Heavy Sweat Shirts .  1.44
Juvenile Tweed Coats  6.77
Men's light Wt. Shorts
Drawers  50c














































And 3 Pc. Legging Suits




And Next Fall 688
Wos. Chenille Housecoats . $2.99
Double Bed Comforters . . . . 3.50
100' ( All Wool Woolens, yd. 1.00
Jacquard Blankets  4.77
Ladies' Wool Slacks  2.77











Inf. Sieepers with feet $1.00
Girls' Ski Pajamas  1.44
Girls' Sweaters . . .$1.77 & $2.77





Men's Dress Oxfords 
Children's Boots 
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